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K arl ltlarx

MARGINAL • OTES TO THE PROGRAM
OF THE GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY
I
1. "Labour is the source of all wealth and all culture,
and since useful labour is possible only in society and
through society, the proceeds of labour belong undiminished with equal right to all members of society. "

First Part of the Paragraph: "Labour is the source of all wealth
and all culture."
Labour is ttot the source of all wealth. Nature is just as much
the source of use values (and it is surely of such that material wealth
consists!) as labour, which itself is only the manifestation of a force
of nature, human labour power. The above phrase is to be found
in all children's primers and is correct in so far as it is implied that
labour is performed with the appurtenant subjects and instruments.
But a socialist program cannot allow such bourgeois phrases to pass
over in silence the conditions that alone give them meaning. And
in so far as man from the beginning behaves towards nature, the
primary source of all instruments and subjects of labour, as an
owner, treats her as belonging to him, his labour becomes the source
of use values, therefore also of wealth. The bourgeois have very
good grounds for falsely ascribing supernatural creative power to
labour; since precisely from the fact that labour depends on nature
it follows that the man who possesses no other property than his
labour power must, in all conditions of society and culture, be the
slave of other men who have made themselves the owners of the
material conditions of labour. He can work only with their permission, hence live only with their permission.
Let us now leave the sentence as it stands, or rather limps.
What would one have expected in conclusion? Obviously this:
"Since labour is the source of all wealth, no one in society can
appropriate wealth except as the product of labour. Therefore, if
!! 1323
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he himself does not work, he lives by the labour of others an~. also
acquires his culture at the expense of the labour of others.
Instead of this, by means of the verbal rivet "a"d. swce'' a se~
ond propo:oition is added in order to draw a conclusiOn from th1s
and not from the first one.
.
.
Second Part of tile Paragraph: "Useful labour IS possible only
in society and through society."
According to the first propositio n, labour was the source of all
wealth and all culture; therefore no society is possible without
labour. Now we learn, conversely, that no "useful" labour is possible without society.
.
.
.
One could jUlit as well have sa1d that only m soc1ety can u~eless and even socially harmful labour beco~e a br~nch. of gamful occupation , that only in society can one h_ve by bemg Idle, etc.,
etc.- in short, one could just as well have cop1ed the whole of Rousseau.
And what is "useful'' labour? Surely only labour w h"1ch pro d uces
the intended .useful result. A savage ~nd man \~as a s~vagc after
he had ceased to be an ape who has k1llcd an ammal With a stone,
who collects fruits, etc., performs '·useful" labour.
.
.
Thirdly. The co~1clusion: "And since useful labour JS poss1ble
only in society and through. society, the proceeds of lab~ur ,t>;long
undiminis hed with equal nght to all .mcmtx:rs of soc1.ety. .
A fine conclusion! If useful labour 1s poss1blc only 1.n soc1ety
and through society, the proceeds of labou~ ~elong to soc1ety. and
only so much there~rom ac~rucs ~~ th.~ indi v1dual wor.ker. as IS not
required to main tam the ·conditiOn o~ labour, SOCICt}.
In fact, this propositio n has at all urn~~ been made. usc o~ by
the champion s of the scate of society prevatl,ng at a~y gtven t1~c.
First come the claims of the governme nt and. cvcrythmg that suc:ks
to it since it is the social organ for the mamtenan ce of the soc1al
orde;; then come the claims of the various kinds of private pr~perty,
for the various kinds of private property are the foun~auons of
society, etc. One sees that such hollow phrases can be twtsted and
turned as desired.
.
.
The first and second parts of the paragraph have some mtelhgible connection only in the following wording:
.
"Labour becomes the source of wealth and culture only ~s soctal
labour, " or, what is the same thing, "in and through soc1.ety."
This propositio n is incontesta bly correct, for although tsolated
labour (its material conditions presupposed) can also create usc
values it can create neither wealth nor culture.
B~t equally incontesta ble is this ot~cr propositio n:
"In proportion as labour develops soc1ally, and becomes thereby
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a source of wealth and culture, poverty and destitutio n develop
among the workers, and wealth and culture among the non-work ers."
This is the Jaw of all history hitherto . What, therefore, had
to be done here, instead of setting down general phrases about ""labour" and "society," was to prove concretely how in present capitalist society the material, etc., conditions have at last been created
which enable and compel the workers to lift this social curse.
In fact, however, the whole paragraph , bungled in style and
content, is only there in order to inscribe the Lassallean catchword
of the "undimini shed proceeds of labour" as a slogan at the top
of the party banner. I shall return later to the '·proceeds of labour, "
'·equal right,'' etc., since the same thing recurs in a somewhat different form further on.

z. "In present-day society, the instruments of labour
are the monopoly of the capitalist class; the resulting de·
pendencc of the working class is the cause of misery and
servitude in all itS forms."
This sentence, borrowed from the Rules of the Internatio nal,
is incorrect in this "improved " edi tion.
In present-da y society the instrumen ts of labour are the monopoly of the landowners (the monopoly of property in land is even
the basis of the monopoly of capttal) and the capita lists. In the
passage in question, the Rules of the Internatio nal do not mention
either the one or the other class of monopolis ts. They speak of the
"motzopolizer of the means of labour, that is, the sources of life."
The addition, •·sources of ltje," makes it sufficiently clear that land
is included in the instrumen ts of labour.
The correction was introduced because Lassalle, for reasons
now generally known, attacked only the capitalist class and not
the landowners. In England, the capitalist is usually not even the
owner of the land on which his factory stands.
3· "The emancipati on of labour demands the promotion of the instruments of labour to the common property of society and the cooperative regulation of the tOUll
labour with a fair distribution of the proceeds of labour,"

'·Promotio n of the instrumen ts of labour to the common property"
ought obviously to read their "conversio n into the common property"; but this only in passing.
What arc .. proceeds of labour"? The product of labour or its
value? And in the latter case, is it the total value of the product

-
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But these defects arc inevitable in the first phase of communist
society as it is when it has just emerged after prolonged birth pangs
from capitalist society. Right can never be higher than the ceonomic structure of society and its cultural development conditioned
thereby.
In a higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving
subordination of the individual to the division of labour, and therewith also the antithesis between mental and physical labour,
has vanished; after labour has become not only a means of life but
life's prime want; ,after the productive forces have also increased
with the all-round development of the individual, and all the springs
of cooperative wealth flow more abundantly- only then can the
narrow hori7..on of bourgeois right b~ crossed in its entirety and
society inscribe on its banners: From each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs!
I have dealt more at length with the "undiminished proceeds
of labour," on the one hand, and with "equal right" and "fair distribution," on rhc other, in order to show what a crime it is to attempt,
on the one hand, to force on our Party again, as dogmas, ideas which
in a certain period had some meaning but have now become obsolete verbal rubbish, while again perverting, on the other, the
realistic outlook, which it cost so much effort to instil into the
Party but which has now taken root in it, by means of ideological
nonsense about right and other trash so common among the democrats and French Socialists.
Quite apart from the analysis so far given, it was in general
a mistake to make a fuss about so-called distribution and put the
principal stress on it.
Any distribution whatever of the means of consumption is
only a consequence of the distribution of the conditions of production themselves. The latter d istribution, however, is a feature of the
mode of production itself. The capitahst mode of production, for
example, rests on the fact that the mat rial conditions of production
are in the hands of non-workers in the form of property in capital
and land, while the masses arc only owners of the personal condition of production, of labour power. If the clements of production arc so distributed, then the present-day distribution of the
means of consumption results automatically. If the material conditions of production arc the cooperative property of the workers
themselves, then there likewise results a distribution of the means
of consumption different from the present one. Vulgar Socialism
(and from it in turn a section of the democracy) has taken over from
the bourgeois economists the consideration and treatment of distribution as independent of the mode of production and hence the
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prese ntatio n of Socialism as turni ng princ ipally
After the real relati on has long been made clear,on distri butio n.
why retrogress
again?
4· "The emanc ipatio n of labou r must
the work
of the worki ng class, relativ ely to which all be
other clas~es
are only one reactionary mass. "

The first strop he is taken from the intro ducto
Rules of the Inter natio nal, but "imp roved ." Ther ry words of the
e it is said: "The
eman cipat ion of the working class must be the
act of the workers
themselve s''; here, on the contr ary, the "wor
king class " has to
eman cipat e what ? "Lab our." Let him unde rstan
d who can.
In compensation, the uotis troph e, on the other
hand, is a Lassallea n quota tion of the first water: "rela tively
to which (the working class) all other classes arc only one reactionary
mass ."
In the Commrmisc Mani festo it is said: "Of all
stand face to face with the bourgeoisie today , the the classes that
prole tariat alone
is a really revolutionary class. The other classes
decay and finally
disap pear in the face of mode rn indus try; the prole
tariat is its special and essential product. " 1
The bourgeoisie..._is .hct:e. conceived ~ a_rev olutio
nary class as the beare r of large-scale indus try-;: rclati vely
to illcfe udal 1ords
and the lower middle class, who desire to main tain
all social positions that are the creat ion of obsolete modes of
produ ction . Thus
they do not form together with the bourgeoisie only
one react ionar y
m ass .
On the other hand, the prole tariat is revol ution
ary relati.Yely
to the bourgeoisie because, liaving itself grow
n up
of large-scale 1ndustry, it strive s to strip off from on the basis
produ ction the
capit alist chara cter that the bourgeoisie seeks to
perpe tuate . But the
M anife sto adds that the "lower midd le class" ...
is becoming revol utiona ry "in view of [its] impe nding transfer into
the prole taria t."
From this point of view, therefore, it is again
that it, together with the bourgeoisie, and with nonsense to say
the
into the bargain, '·form only one react ionar y mass feudal lords
" relati vely to
the working class.
Has one proclaimed to the artisa ns, small manu
factu rers, etc.,
and peasants durin g the last elections: Relat ively
to us you, tOgether
with the bourgeoisie and feudal lords, form only
one react ionar y
mass?
Lassa llc knew the Comm unist ,\1.anifesto by heart
, as his fa ithful followers know the gospels writte n by him. If,
therefore, he has
1 SecK
. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, Twc- Vol.
cd., Vol. I,
cow I9SI, p, 42.-E d.
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the "wage system" must be abolished "cogecher wuh the iron law
of wages" and not without it.
It is well known that nothing of the .. iron law of wages" is Lassalle's except the word '·iron" borrowed from Goethe's ..great, eternal iron laws." The word iron is a label by which the true believers
recognize one another. But if I take the Jaw with Lassallc's stamp
on it and, consequently, in his sense, then I must also take it with
his substantiation for it. And what is that? As Lange already showed,
shortly after Lassalle's death, it is the Malthusian theory of population (preached by Lange himself). But if this theory is correct,
then again I can not abolish the law even if I abolish wage labour
a hundred times over, because the law then governs not only the
system of wage labour but every social system. Basing themselves
directly on this, the economists have been proving for fifty years
and more that Socialism cannot abolish poverty, which has ics basis
in 11acure, but can only make it general, distribute it simultaneous ly
over the whole surface of society!
But all this is not the main thing. Quice apart from the false
Lassallean formulation of the law, the truly outrageous retrogression consists in the following:
Since Lnssalle 's death there has asserted itself in our Party the
scientific understanding that wages arc not what they appear
to be, namely, the value, or price, of labour, but on ly a masked form
for the value, or price, of labour power. Thereby the whole bourgeois
conception of wages hitherto, as well as all the criticism hitherto
directed against this conception, was thrown overboard once for all
and it was made clear that the wage worker has permission to work
for his own subsistence, that is, co live, only in so far as he works J
for a certain time gratis for the capitalist (and hence also for the
latter's co-consumers of surplus value); that the whole capitalist system of production turns on the increase of this gratis labour
by extending the working day or by developing the productivity,
that is, increasing the intensity of labour power, etc.; that, consequently, the system of wage labour. is a system of slavery, and
indeed of a slavery which becomes more severe in proportion as
the social productive forces of labour develop, whether the worker
receives better or worse payment. And after this understanding has
gained more and more ground in our Party, one returns to Lassallc's
dogmas, although one must have known that Lassalle did not know
what wages were, but following in the wake of the bourgeois economistS took the appearance for the essence of the matter.
It is as if, among slaves who have at last got behind the secret
of slavery and broken out in rebellion, a slave still in thrall to
obsolete notions were to inscribe on the program of the rebellion:

30
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And what of the riotous misuse which the program makes of the
words "presem-day scare," "prescm-day society," and of the s till
more riotous misconception it creates in regard to the state to which
it addresses its demands?
"Present-day society" is capi talist society, which exists in all
ci vilized countries, more or less free from medieval admixture,
more or less modified by the special historical development of each
country, more or less developed. On the other hand, the " presentday state" changes with a country's frontier. I t is diffe rent in the
Prusso-German Empire from what it is io Switzerland, it is different
in England from what it is in the United States. "The present-day
state" is, therefore, a fiction.
Nevertheless, the different states of the different civilized countries, in spite of their manifold diversity of form, all have this in
common, that they are based on modern bourgeois societ y, only one
more or less capitalis tically developed. They have, therefore, also
certain essential features in common. In this sense it is possible to
speak of the "present-day state," in contrast with the future, in
which its present root, bourgeois societ y, will have died off.
The question then arises: what transformation will the state
undergo in communist society? I n other words, what social functions
will rem ain in existence there that arc analogous to present funct ions
of the state? This question can on ly be answered scientifically , and
one docs not get a flea-bop nearer to the problem by a thousandfold
combination of the word people with the word state.
Between capitalist and communist societ y lies the period of
the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other. There
corresponds to this also a political transition period in which the
state can be nothing but the revo/uciouary dictatorship of cite proletariat.
Now the program does not deal with this nor with the futu re
state of communist societ y.
Its political demands contain nothing beyond the old democratic litany familiar to all: universal suffrage, direct legislation , popular
rights, a people's militia, etc. They are a mere echo of the bourgeois
People's P arty, 1 of the League of Peace and Freedom. They are
all demands which, in so far as they are not exaggerated in fantas tic
presentation, have already been realt'zed. Only the state to which
1
The People's Party was founded in September 1865 i n Darmstadt and
officially organi zed at the Stuttgart Congress in September 1868. It was the
party of the pcny bourgeoisie, particularly in South Germany. In opposirion
to Bismarck's policy of the unification of Germany under the hegemony of
Ju n ker Prussia, it advoca ted the petty-bourgeois principle of fe c!eralism.-Ed.
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"Freedom of science" says a paragraph of the Prussian constitution. Why, then, here?
"Freedom of conscience!" If one desired at this time of the Kulwrkampjl to remind liberal ism of its old catchwords, it surely
could have been done only in the following form: Everyone should
be able to attend to his religious as well as his bodily needs without
the police sticking their noses in. But the workers' party ought
at any rate in this connection to have expressed its awareness of the
fact that bourgeois "freedom of conscience" is nothing but the toleration of all possible kinds of religious freedom of comciencc, and
that for its part it endeavours rather to liberate the conscience from
the witchery of religion. But one chooses not to transgress the "bourgeois" level.
I have now come to the end, for the appendix that now follows
in the program docs not constitute a characteristic component part
of it. Hence I can be very brief here.
2.

"Normal working day. "

In no o ther country has the workers' party limited itself to
such an indefinite demand, but has always fixed the length of the
working day that it considers normal under the given circumstances.
3. "Restriction of female labour and prohibition of
chlld labour."

The standardization of the working day must include the restriction of female labour, in so far as it relates to the duration,
intermissions, etc., of the working day; otherwise it could only
mean the exclusion of female labour from branches of industry
that are especially unhealthy for the female body or arc objectionable morally for the female sex. If that is what was meant, it should
have been said so.
"Prohibition of child labour! " Here i t was absolutely essential
to state the age limit.
A general prohibition of child labour is incompatible with the
existence of large-scale industry and hence an empty, pious wish .
Its realization- if it were possible- would be reactionary, since,
with a strict regulation of the working time according to the differcnt age groups and other safety measures for the protection of
1 Kulturkampf
[Struggle for Culture): Bismarck's struggle in the seventics against the German Ca t holic party, the Party of the "Centre ," by means
of police persecution of Catholicism.-&/.
J
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half of the nineteenth Cl.!ntury, and in substance is even now sti ll
taught in all schools. 1
The first breach in this petrified outlook on nature was made rntt
bv a naturul scientist but b} a rhilosophcr. I n 1755 appeared Kum 's
General Natural History and Theory of the Heavem. The question of
the first impulse was eliminated; the earth and the whole solar system appeared as something that had become in the course of time.
If the great majority of the natural scientists had had a little
less of the repugnance to thinking that Newton expressed in the
warning: '"Physics, beware of metaphysics!", they would have been
compelled from this single brilliant discovery of Kanr•s to draw
conclusions that would have spared them endless deviations and
immeasurable amounL'> of time and labour wasted in false directions.
For Kant's discovery contained the point of departure for all further
progress. If the earth was something that had become, then
its present geological, geographical and climatic state, and its p lants ,
and animals likewise must be something that had become; it must
have a history not only of coexistence in space but also of succession in lime. If at once further investigations had been resolutely pursued in this direction, natural science would now be considerably further advanced than it is. But what good could come of
philosophy? Kant's work remained without immediate _results,
until many years later Laplace and Herschel expounded ns content and substantiated it in greater detail, thereby gradually securing recognition for the •·nebular hypothesis. rt Further discoveries
finally brought it victory; the most important of these were: the
proper motion of the fixed stars, the demonstration of a resistant
medium in cosmic space, the proof furnished by spectral analysis
of the chemical identity of cosmic matter and the existence of such
' How tenaciouslv even in t86t this view could be held by a man whose
scientific achievements had pro,•ided highly important material for abolishing it is shown by the following classic words:
"All the arrangements of our ~lar system, so far as we are capable of
comprehending them, aim at pre~ervation of what exists and at unchanging
continuance. Just as since the most anc ient times no animal and no plant on
earth ha, become more perfect or in general different, just as we find in all
organisms only stages aiOIIJ:side of one another and notJoiiOfl.!ing one another,
just a s our own race has always remained the same 1n corporeal resrectsso even the greatest diversity in the coexisting cosmic bodies will not justify
us in assuming that the~e form' arc merely different stages of development;
on the contrary, everything created is equally perfect in itself." (M!Idler.
Popular Astronomy, Berlin t86t, 5th edition, p. 316.) [Note by Engtls.l
The book referred to is, in full, J. H. Mi!dler, Der ~Wu1tderbau dts Weitails oder popullirc Ascronomie [The Maroellotts Edifice of the Cosmos, or
Popular Astronomy]. 5 Au fl. Berlin 1861 .- Ed.
.
..
2 Nr'I:Jular Hypothesis: The hypothesis that the hea,·enly bodies ongmated
from incande•cent nebulae.- Ed.

incandescent nebular masses as Kant had postulated. \ Retarding action of tides on rotation, also b)' Kant, understood onlr
now.)
It is, however, permissible to doubr whether the majority of
natural scientists would so soon have become conscious of the contradiction of a changing earth that supposedly bore immutable organisms, had not the dawning conccptiou that nature docs not ws.r
exrst, but come_s inco being and goes out of being, derived support from
another quarter. Geology arose and pointed out, not only the terrestrial strata formed one after another and deposited one upon another,
but also the shells and skeletons of extinct animals and the trunks,
h:aves and fruits of no longer existing plants con tained in these strata. One had to make up one's mind to acknowledge that not only
the earth as a whole but also its present surface and the plants
and animals living on it possessed a history in time. At first the
acknowledgmen t occurred reluctantly enough. Cuvier 's theory of
the revolutions of the earth was revolutionary in phrase and reactionary in substance. In place of a single divine cre:uion it pu t a whole
series of repea ted acts of creation, made the miracle an essential
lever of nature. Lyell first brought sense into geology by substituting for the sudden revolutions due to the moods of the creator
the gradual effects of a slow transformation of the earth. 1
Lyell's theory was even more incompatible than any of its predecessors with the assumption of constant organic species. Gradual
transformation of the earth 's surface and of all conditions of life
led direct ly to gradual transformation of the organisms and their
adaptation to the changing environment, to the variability of species. But tradition is a power not only in the Catholic Church but
also in narural science. For years Lyell himself did not see the contradiction, and his pupils still less. This is only to be exp lained by
the division of labour that had meanwhile become dominant in
natural science, which more or less restricted each person to his
special sphere, there being only a few whom it did not rob of a comprehensive view.
Meanwhile physics had made mighty advances, the results of
which were summed up almost simultaneously by three different persons in the year 1842, which was epoch-making for this branch of
natural science. Mayer in Heilbronn and Joule in Manchester demonstrated the transforml!tion of heat into mechanical energy and. of
1
The defect of Lyell's view-at least in its first form- lay in concei,•ing
the forces at work on the earth as constant, constant in qualitv and quantity.
The cooling off of the earth docs not exist for him; the earth does not develop
in a definite direction but merely changes in an incomequent, fortuitous manner. [Nou by Engels.]
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such as the amphioxus1 and lepidosiren, 2 that made a mockery of
all previous classification <Ceratodus. 3 Ditto archeoptcryx," etc.);
and finally organisms were encountered of which it was not even
possible to say whether they belonged to the vegetable or animal
kingdom. More and more the gaps in the paleontological record were
filled up, compelling even the most reluctant to acknowledge the
striking parallelism between the evolutionary history of the organic
w.>rld as a whole and that of the individual organism, the Ariadne's
thread that was to lead the way out of the labyrinth in which botany
and zoology appeared to have become more and more deeply lost.
It was characteristic that, almost simultaneously with Kant's attack on the e ternity of the solar system, K. F. Wolff in 1759 launched
the first attack on the fixity of species and proclaimed the theory of
descent. But what in his case was still only a brilliant anticipation
took firm shape in the hands of Oken, Lamarck, Baer, and was victoriously carried through by Darwin in 1859, exactly a hundred
years later. Almost simu ltaneously it was established that protoplasm and the cell, which had already been shown to be the ultimate
morphological constituents of all organisms, occurred as the lowest
organic forms living independently. This not only reduced the gulf
between inorganic and organic nature to a minimum but removed
one of the most essential difficulties that had previously stood in the
way of the theory of descent of organisms. The new conception of
nature was complete in its main features: all rigidity was dissolved,
all fixity dissipated, all particularity that had been regarded as
eternal became transient, the whole of narure .shown as movjng in
eternal flux and Cj'Cles.

--

• •

•

Thus we have once again returned to the mode of contemplation
of the great founders of Greek Ql'iilosophy: that all nature, from
the smallest thing to the biggest, from grains of sand to suns, from
protista to man, has its existence in eternal coming into being and
going out of being, in ceaseless flux, in unrcsting motion and change.
Only with the essential difference that what for the Greeks was a
brilliant intuition is in our case the result of strictly scientific
1 Amphioxus (lancelet): A small fish-Idee animal, about s em. long, found
in the Indian and Pacific oceans near the shores of the Malayan Archipelago
and Japan, in the Mediterranean and Black seas, and elsewhere. It is a tra nsition form from invertebrates t o venebrates.-Ed.
1 Lepidosiren: A lung-fis h, equipped with both fins and lungs, found in
South Amcrica.-Ed.
1 Ccratodus : A lung-fish found in Australia.-Ed.
• Arcllcopreryx: An extinct animal, the prototype of the class of birds
ha ving at the same time some of the characteristics of reptile.s.- Ed.
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research in accordance with experience, and hence appears in much
more definite and clearer form. To be sure, the empirical proof of
this c:..tclical motion is not wholly fn:c from gaps, but these arc insignificant 1n comparison with what has already been firmly established,
and with each year they become more and more filled up. And how
could the proof in dt.:tail be otherwise than incomplete when one
bears in mind that the most essential branches of science transplanetary astronom), chemistry, geology - have a scientific existence of barely a hundred years, and the comparative method in
physiology one of barely fifty years, and that the basic form of almost all vital devdopment, the cell, is a discovery not yt.:t forty
years old!

• •

*

The innumerable suns and solar systems of our cosmic island,
bounded by the outermos t stellar rings of the Milky Way, developed
by contraction and cooling from swirling, glowing masses of vapour,
the laws of motion of which will perhaps be disclosed after the observations of some centuries have given us an insight into the
proper motion of the s tars. Obviously, this development did not
proceed everywhere at the same rate. The existence of dark, not
merely planetary bodies, hence extinct suns in our stellar sys tem,
suggests itself more and more to astronomy (Madler); on the other hand (according to Sccchi), a part of the vaporous nebular
patches belong to our stellar system as suns not yet completed,
whereby it is not excluded that other nebulae, as Madlcr maintains,
arc distant independent cosmic islands, the relative s tage of development of which must be determined by the spectroscope.
How a solar system develops from a separate nebular mass has
been shown in detail by Laplace in a manner still unsurpassed;
subsequent science has more and more confirmed him.
On the separate bodies so formed-suns as well as planets and
satellites the form of motion of matter at first prevailing is that
which we call heat . There can be no question of chemical compounds
of the clements even at a temperature like that still possessed by
the sun; the extent to which heat is transformed into electricity or
magnetism under such condi t ions continued solar observations will
show; it is already as good as proved that the mechanical motion
taking place on the sun arises so lely from the conflict of heat with
gravity.
The smaller the separate bodies, the quicker they cool off. Sa tellites, asteroids and meteors first of all, just as our moon has long
been extinct. The planets more s lowly, the central body slowest
of all.
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heat? Is it forever dissipated in the attempt to heat cosmic space,
has it ceased to exist practically, and does it continue to exist only
theoretically, in the fact that cosmic space has become warmer by
a decimal fraction of a degree beginning with ten or more noughts?
Such an assumption denies the indestructibility of motion; it admits
of the possibility that by the cosmic boclies successively falling into
one another all existing mechanical motion will be converted into
heat and the latter radiated into cosmic space, so that in spite of a ll
"indestructibility of force" all motion in general would have ceased .
(I ncidentally it is seen here how inaccurate is the term: indestructibility of force, instead of: indestructibility of motion.) Hence we
arrive at the conclusion that in some way, which it will some time
later be the task of natural science to demonstrate, the heat radiated
into cosmic space must be able to become transformed into another
fo rm of motion, in which it can once more be stored up and rendered active. Thereby the chief difficulty in the way of the reconversion of extinct suns into incandescent vapour disappears.
For the rest, the eternally repeated succession of worlds in infinite time is on ly the logical complement to the coexistence of innumerable worlds in infinite space-a principle the necessity of
which even the anti-theoretical Yankee brain of Draper was forced
to admit. 1
I t is an eternal SY,cle in ,'lhichmatte.unove.s.. a cycle that certainly
only completes lts orbit in periods of time for which our terrestrial
year is no adequate measure, a cycle in which the time of highest
development, the time of organic life, and still more that of the life
of beings conscious of themselves and of nature, is just as scantily
meted out as the space in which life and self-consciousness come into
operation; a cycle in which every finite mode of existence of matter,
whether it be sun or nebular vapour, single animal or genus of animals,
chemical combination or dissociation, is equally transient, and wherein nothing is eternal but eternally changing, eternally moving
matter ana tne laws according to which it moves and chan_ges. But
nowever often, ana nowever relentlessly, this cycle is completed in
time and space, however many millions of suns and earths may come
into being and go out of being, however long it may take before the
conditions for organic life are brought about in a solar system even
on a single planet, however innumerable the organic beings that

have to precede and first pass away before animals with a brain
cap3:ble of though~ ?evelop. from their midst, and for a short spao
of ume. find cond1t10ns swtable for life, only to be exterminated
later Without mere~·- we ~ave the certainty that mauer remains
et~rnally the same m all Its transformations, that none of its attnbut<;S ca~ ever ~ l?st, .and ~erefore, also, that with tb.e same iron
nec~tty w1th \~h1c~ lt w~ll ag.am exterminate on the earth its highest
c~eauon, ~the thmkm[ mmd, 1t must somewhere else and at another
t1me agam engender 1t.

1 "The multiplicity of worlds in infinite space leads to the conception
of a succession of worlds in infinite time ... Draper, Hist. Int. Devel. IT, p.
[325]. [Note by E,v:els.)
J. W. Draper, History•of the Tntellecwal DetJelopment of Europe, vole.
I -II, London 1864.-Ed.
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LABOUR IN THE TRANSITION FROM APE TO MAN

Frederick Engels

THE P AHT PLAYEO BY LABOUR
IN THE T HA ITION FROl\1 APE T O i\IA
Labour is the source of all wealth, the po litica l economists assert.
It is this next to nature, which supp lies it with the material that it
converts into wealth. But it is even infinitely more than this. It is
the prime basic condition for all human existence, and this to such
an extent that, in a sense, we have to say that labour created man
himself.
Many hundreds of thousands of years. ago, during an epoc~, not
yet definitely determinable, ~f that ~cnod of t~e earth s hiStory
which geologists call the Teruary penod, most hkely. towards. the
end of it, a specially highly-deve loped race of anthropoid ~pes ltved
somewhere in the tropical zone probably on a great comment that
has now sunk ro the bottom of the Indian Ocean. Darwin has given
us an approximate description of these ancestors of ours ..They were
completely covered with hair, they had beards and pomtcd carl>,
.
.
and they lived in bands in the trees.
Presumably as an immediate consequence of thctr mode of ltfc,
which in climbing assigns different functions to the hands ~han to
the feet, these apes when walking on level ground began to dtsaccustom themselves to the aid of their hands and to adopt a more and
more erect gait. This was the dccisit•e step in the tra11s1L10t1 from ape

co man.

All extant anthropoid apes can stand erect and move about on
their two feet alone but only in case of urgent need and in a very
clumsy way. Their ~atural gait is in a half-erect posture and includes
the usc of the hands. The majority rest the knuckles of the fist on the
ground and, with legs drawn up, swing the body through their long
arms, JllUCh as a cripple moves with the aid of crut~~cs. In general,
we can today still observe among apes all the trans1t1on stages from
walking on all fours to walking on two legs. But for none of them has
the latter method become more than a makesh ift.
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For erect gait among our hairy ancestors to have become first the
rule and in time a necessity presupposes that in the meantime diverse other functions increasingly devolved upon the hands. E,•en
among the apes there already prevai I<; a certain division in t he employment of the hands and feet. As already mentioned, in climbing
the hands arc used differently from the feet. T he former serve primarily for the collection and grasping of food, as already occurs in
the usc of the fore paws among lower mammals. M any monkeys usc
their hands to build nests for themse lves in the trees or e\'en, like
the chimpanzee, to construct roofs between the branches for protection against the weather. With their hands they seize hold of
clubs to defend themse lves against enemies, or bombard the latter
with fruits and stones. In cap ti vity, they carry out with their hands
a number of simple operations copied from human beings. But it is
just here that one sees how grea t is the distance between the undeveloped hand of even the most anthropoid of apes and the human
hand that has been highly perfected by the labour of hundreds of
thousands of years . The number and genera l arrangement of the
bones and muscles are the same in both; but the hand of the lowest
savage can perform hundreds of operations that no monkey's hand
can imitate. No simian hand has ever fashioned even the crudes t
of stone knives.
At first, therefore, the operations for which our ancestors gradually
learned to adap t their hands during the many thousands of years of
transition from ape to man could ha ve been only very simple. The
lowest savages, even those in whom a regression to a more animallike condition with a simultaneous physical degeneration can be
assumed to have occurred, are nevertheless far superior to these transitional beings. Before the first flint was fashioned into a knife
b} human hands, a period of time may have e lapsed in comparison
with which the historical period known to us appears insignificant.
But the decisive step was taken: the hand had become free and cou ld
henceforth attain ever greater dexterity and skill, and the greater
flexibility thus acquired was inherited and increased from generation
to generation.
Thus the hand is not on ly the organ of labour, it is also the prod- . /
ucc of lalw111'. Only by labour, by adaptation to ever new operations,
by inheritance of the thus acquired special development of muscles,
ligaments and, over longer periods of time, bones as well, and by the
ever-renewed emp loyment of this inherited finesse in new, more and
more complicated operations, has the human hand attai ned the high
degree of perfection that has enabled it to conjure into being the
paintings of a Raphael, the statues of a Thorwaldscn, the music of a
Paganini.
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But the hand did not exis t by itself. It was only one member of
an entire, highly complex organ ism. And what benefited the hand,
benefited also the whole body it served; and this in two ways.
In the first place, in consequence of the law of correlation of
growth, as Darwin called it. According to this law, particular
forms of separate parts of an organic being arc always bound
up with certain forms of other parts that apparently have no
connection with the first . Thus all animals that have red b lood
cells without cell nuclei, and in which the back of the head is attached to the first vertebra by means of a double articulation (condyles), also without exception possess lacteal g lands for suckling
their young. Similarly, cloven hoofs in mammals are regularly
associated with the possession of a multiple s tomach for rumination.
Changes in certain forms invo lve changes i n the form of other parts
of the body, although we cannot explain this connection. Perfectly
white cats with blue eyes are always , or almos t always, deaf. The
gradually increasing perfect ion of the human hand, and the commensurate adaptation of the feet for erect gait, has undoubtedly, by
virtue of such correlation, reacted on other parts of the organism.
However, this action has as yet been much too little investigated
for us to be able to do more here than to state the fact in general
terms.
Much more important is the direct, demonstrable reaction of
the development of the hand on the rest of the organism. As already
said, our simian ancestors were gregarious; it is obviou-;ly imposs ible to seek the derivation of man, the most social of all animals,
from non-gregarious immed iate ancestors. The mastery over nature, which began with the development of the hand , with labour,
widened man's horizon at every new advance. H e was continually
discovering new, hitherto unknown, properties of natural objects .
On the other hand, the development of labour necessari ly helped to
bring the members of society closer together by multiplying cases
of mutual s upport, joint activity, and by making clear the advantage of this joint activity to each individual. I n short, men in the
making arrived at the point where they had something to say to one
another. The urge created its organ; the undeveloped larynx of the
ape was s lowly but surely transformed, by means of modulation in
order to produce constantly more developed modulation, and the
organs of the mouth gradua lly learned to pronounce one articulate
letter after another.
Comparison with anima ls proves that this explanation of the
origin of language from and with labour is the only correct one.
The little that these, even the most highly-developed of them,
have to communicate to one another can be communicated withou t

,_, ., ..
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The reaction on labour and speech of the develop ment of the
brain and its attenda nt senses, of the increasi ng clarity of consciousness, power of ab~traction and of judgme nt, gave bo th labour and
speech an ever-ren ewed impulse to further develop ment, a develop ment
wh ich , far from reaching its conclusion when man finally became
distinct from the monkey , continu ed on the whole to make powerful progress, varying since in degree and directio n among difleren t
peoples and at dift'crent times, and here and there even interrup ted
by local or tempora ry regression. This fu rther development has
been strong ly urged forward , on the one hand, and guided along
more definite direc tions, on the other hand, by a new clement which
came into play with the appeara nce of fully-fledged man, namely,
society.
Hundre ds of thousan ds of years - of no greater significance
1
history of the earth than one second in the life of man
the
in
treeof
troupe
a
of
out
arose
certainl y elapsed before human society
climbin g monkeys. Yet it did fina ll y appear. And what do we find
once more as the charact eristic difference between the troupe of
monkey s and human society? Labour. The ape band was satisfi ed
to browse over the feeding area determi ned fo r it by geograp hica l
conditions or the resistan ce of neighbo uring bands; it underto ok
migrations and s truggles to win new feeding grounds , but i t was
incapab le of extracti ng from them more than they ott'ered in their
natural s tate, except that the band unconsc iously ferti lized the
soil with its own excremen ts. As soon as all possible feeding grounds
were occupied, further increase of the monkey popu lation could
not occur; the number of animals could at best remain stationa ry.
But all animals waste a great deal of food, and, il) addition , destroy
in germ the next generation of the food supply. Un like the hunter,
the wolf docs not spare the doc which would provide it with kids
the next year; the goats in Greece, which graze down the young
bushes before they grow up, have eaten bare all the mounta ins of
the country . This ··predat ory economy '' of animals plays an important part in the gradual transform ation of species by forcing them
to adapt themsel ves to other than the usual food, thanks to which
their blood acquire s a differen t chem ical compos ition and the who le
phys ical constitu tion gradua lly alters, wh ile species that were once
establis hed die out. There is no doubt that this predato ry econom y
has powerfu lly contrib uted to the transitio n of our ances tors from
ape to man. I n a race of apes that far surpassed all others in intclli1 A lead1ng authorit y 1n t his respect, Si r William Thomso n, has calcusine,;
lated that little more than a hundred million yea rs could have elapsed
to
rhe tim~ when the earth had cooled sufficien1l y for plants and animal~
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he lp
gene~ and adaptab ility, this predato ry econom y could not

l.eadtng to a continu al_ incr:asc in the number of plants used for
food and to the dcvoun ng of more and more ed ible parts of ulimcntar~ plantS. In short, it led to the food becoming more and more
vane~, hence also the substan ces en tering the body the chemica l
~remtscs for the transiti on to m an. But all that was 'not yet labour
tn the proper sense of the word. Labour bc_g_ins with the making of
too~. A~d \~hat arc the most ancient tools that we find the most
been
a~c tent Judgtng by the heirlooms of prehisto ric man that have
peoples
al
historic
t
earlies
the
of
life
of
mode
the
by
and
dtscovcred,
and. of _the rawest of contem porary savages ? They arc hunting and
fishmg t~plem ents, th_e former at the same time serving as weapons.
~ut hunung and ~shmg presupp ose the transition from an exclustvely v~getable dtct t~ the concom itant use of meat, and this is
another tmporta nt step tn the process of transiti on from ape to man
~ mea_c diet con~ained in an almost ready state the most esscntia i
tngredte n t~ rcqutre~ by the organis m for its metabo lism. It shortened th~ ttme r~qutred, not only for d igestion , but also for the other
vegetau ve h?dtly processc~ correspo nding to those of plant life,
and. thus ~atned further umc, materia l and desire for the active
mamfes tanon of animal life in the proper sense of the word. And
the farther man in t_he m aking moved from the plant the higher
h~ ros_e above _the a_mmal. just as becoming accusto med to a plant
dtct SH.Ie by s tdc wnh meat con verted wild cats and dogs into the
sc_rvams of mao, so_ also ad~ptat i on to a meat diet, side by side
wttb a vcge t~ble d1ct, constdc rab ly contrib uted to giving bodily
s~reng th and tndepcn dcncc to man in the making . The mos t essenu al_etrcc t, how~vc r, of a mea t diet was on the brain, which now
recet ved a far n chcr fl ow of the materia ls necessary for its nourish men t and devclo~mcnt than formerly, and which, therefore, cou ld
de~elop more raptdly and perfectl y from generat ion to generat ion.
~t th all respe~ t to U:c vcgcta~ians it has to be recogn ized that man
dtd not come m to extstenc c w1thout a meat d iet, and if the latter ,
a~ong all peoples known to us, has led to canniba lism at some
ians or
u~e. or other (the forefath ers of the Berliner s, the Weletab
),
century
th
ten
the
as
late
as
ts
paren
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car
to
Wt lzt~ns, used
that 1s of no consequence to us today.
The meat _diet led to two new advances of decisive importa nce:
to_the harness mg of fire and the domesti cation of animals . The first
srtll fur~cr shortened the digestiv e process, as it provide d the
mouth wtth food al: cady, as it were, semi-di gested; the second
made meat. more -~ptous by open ing up a new, more regular source
~f s~pply 111 addwon to hunting , and moreover provide d, in milk
nd tts product s, a new article of food at leas t as valuable as meat
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pursuers, and how well it knows and turns to account all favourabl e
features of the ground that cause the scent to be lost. ~ong ~ur
domestic animab, more highly developed th~nks to assoc1auon with
man every day one can observe acts of cunmng on exactly ~he same
levei as those of c.hildren. For, just as the developmental htsto~y of
the human embryo in the mother's womb is only an abbn..vJatcd
repetition of the history, extending over milli~ns of years, of the
bodily evolution of our animal ancestors, starung from the worm,
so the mental de,·clopment of the human child is only a still more
abbreviated repetition of the intellectual development of th~se
same ancestors, at least of the later ones. But all the planned acuo.n
of all animals has never contrived to impress the stamp of thetr
.
will upon the earth. It took man to do that.
In short, the animal merely uses external nat.ure, and brtngs
about changes in it simply by its presence; man by hts cha~gcs ~~kes
nature serve his ends, masters it. This is the final, ess~nt~a l. diStinction between man and the other animals, and once agam 1t 1s labour
that brings about this distinction.
Let us not, however, flatter ourselves overmuch. on acc~unt of
our human victories over nature. For each such v1ctory Jt takes
its revenge on us. Each of them, it is ~ue, has in the first place the
consequences on which we counted, but 1n the second and th1rd places
it has quite difti.rent, unforeseen etfects whi~h only too oft~n ca~ccl
the first. The people who, in Mesopotamia, Greece,. As1a ~tnor
and elsewhere utterly destroyed the forests to obtam culuvable
land never dr~amed that they were laying the basis .for the pres:nt
devastated condition of these countries, by remov1ng along wtth
the forests the collecting centres and reservoirs of moisture. When
the Italians of the Alps used up the pine forests on the southern
slopes, so carefully chcri<..hed on the nor~ern slopes, they had
no inkling that by doing so they were cu~ung at. the. roots of the
dairy industry in their region; they ha? still. less mklmg that they
were thereby depriving their mountam spnngs of water for the
greater part of the year, and. making it P?ssible .for them .ro pour
still more furious torrents of 1t on the plams durmg the ramy seasons. Those who sprc.nd the potato in Europe were not. aware that
with these farinaceous tubers they were at the same ume spreading scrofula. Thus at every step we are reminded. that we by .no
means rule over nature like a conqueror over a for~tgn people, ltke
someone standing outside nature-but that we, wHh flesh, blood
and brain, belong to nature, and exist in its midst, and that a
our mastery of it consists in the fact that we have the advantage
over all other creatures of being able to know and correctly apply
its laws.
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An~, in fact, with every day that passes we arc learning to understand .ns la-:vs more correctly, and getting to pcrcci ve both the
more tmmediate and the more remote consequences of our interfe.Jence with the traditional course of nature. In particular, after
the mighty advances of natural science tn the present century, we
arc more and more placed in a position where we can learn and
hence control even the more remote natural consequences of
at least our most ordinary productive activities. But the more
this happens the more will men not on ly feel but also realize their
oneness with nature, and the more impossible will become the senseless and unnatural idea of a contrast between mind and matter,
man and nature, soul and body, such as arose in Europe after the
decline of classical antiquity and obtained its highest elaboration
in Christianity.
But if it has already required the labour of thousands of years
for us to learn, ro some extent, to calculate the more remote natural
effects of our actions directed toward production, it has been still
more difficult in regard to the more remote social effects of these
actions. We mentioned the potato and the resulting spread of scrofula. But what is scrofu la in comparison with the effect which thereduction of the workers to a potato diet had on the living conditions
of the masses of the people in whole countries or in comparison
with the famine which O'("ertook Ireland in 1847 in consequence
of the potato blight, and which consigned to the grave a million
Irishmen, no~rished, and that almost exclusively, on potatoes, and
forced the emtgration overseas of two million more? \'\'hen the Arabs
learned to distil alcohol, it never entered their heads that by so
doing they were creating one of the chief weapons for the annihilation of the aborigines of the then sti 11 undiscovered American continent. And when afterwards Columbus discovered this America
he did not know that by doing so he was giving a new lease of lif~
to slavery, which in Europe had long ago been done away with,
and laying the basis for the trade in Negroes. The men who in
the seven teenth and eigh teenth centuries laboured to create the
steam engine had no idea that they were preparing the instrument
which more than any other was to revolutionize socia l conditions
~hroughout the world. Especially in Europe, by concentrating wealth
m the hands of a minority, the huge majority being rendered propertyless, this instrument was destined at first to gi vc social and political domination to the bourgeoisie, and then, however, to give rise
to a class struggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat which can end
only in the overthrow of the bourgeoisie and the abolition of all
c!ass antagonisms. But in this sphere too, by long and often cruel expenencc and by co llecting and analyzing the historical material, we are
G'
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graduall y learning to get a clear view of the indirect, more. xe.mote
social erfects of our producti ve activity, and so the possibili ty is
afforded us of controlli ng and regulating these effects as well.
H owever, to effectuat e this regulation requires something more
than mere knowledge. I t requires a complete revolutio n in our hitherto existing mode of production, and with i t of our whole contemp orary social order.
All hitherto existing modes of producti on have aimed merely
at achieving the most immedia tely and directly useful etlect of labour.
The further consequences, which appear only later on and become
effective through gradual repetitio n and accumul ation, were totally
neglected . The original common ownership of land corresponded,
on the one hand, to a level of developmen t of human beings in which
their horizon was restricte d in general to what lay immedia tely
at hand, and presupposed, on the other hand, a certain superflu ity
of available land, allowing a certain latitude for correctin g any
possible bad results of this primeva l type of economy. When this
surplus land was exhauste d, common ownership declined. A ll
higher forms of producti on, however, led to the division of the
populati on into ditfcrent classes and thereby to the antagoni sm
of ruling and oppressed classes. Thus the interes t of the ruling class
became the driving factor of producti on, in so far as the larrer was
not restricte d to the barest means of subsistence of the oppressed
people. This has been carried through most complete ly in the capitalist mode of producti on prevailin g today in Western Europe.
The individu al capitalis ts, who dominat e production and exchange,
are able ro concern themselves only with the most immedia te useful
effect of their actions. Indeed, even this useful effect - inasmuch
as it is a ques tion of the usefulness of the article that is produced
or exchang ed-retre ats right into the background, and the sole
incentive becomes the profit to be made on selling.

"' "'

.

The social science of the bourgeoisie, classical political economy ,
is predomi nantly occupied only with the directly intended social
effectS of human actions connected with producti on and exchange.
This fulty corresponds to the social organiza tion of which it is the
theoretic al expression. As individu al capitalis ts are engaged in
producti on and exchange for the sake of the immedia te profit, on ly
the nearest, most immedia te results can be taken into account in
the firs t place. As long as the individu al manufacture r or merchan t
sells a manufac tured or purchased commod ity with the usual coveted profit, he is satisfied and docs not concern himself with what
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past. \X'e can kave it to the literary small fry to s~lemn ly quibble
over these phantasies, wh1ch to-day only mak~ us smtle, and to cr?w
over the superiority of their own bal~ rea~onmg, as compared wtth
such '·insanity.'' For ourselves, we dehght m the stupendously grand
thoughts and germs o~ thought that. everywhere .b:e~k out thr~ugh
their phantastic covenng, and to wh1ch these Phths ttnes. arc bhnd .
Saint-Simon was a son of the great French Rcvoluuon, at the
o utbreak of which he was not yet thirty. The Revolution was. the
victory of the third estate, i.e., of the great ~a~ses of the nauon,
w:>rking in production and in trade, o~cr the pnvtlcg~d sdle classes,
the nobles and the priests. But the vtctory of the thtrd estate soo.n
revealed itself as exclusively the victory of a small p~rt of ~1s
"estate," as the conquest of politica_l power by. t~c socially pnvilegcd section of it, i. e. , the propcrucd bourgcotste. And the b~ur
gcoisic had certainly developed rapidly ~u~ing the . Revoluuon,
partly by speculation in the lands of the nobthty and of the Church,
confiscated and afterwards put up for sale, and partly by . fra~ds
upon the nation by means of army contracts. It was the dom1natton
of these swindlers that, under the Directorate, brought Fr~nce to
the verge of ruin, and thus gave Napoleon the pretext for h1s coup
h th . d
d 'etat.
H ence, to Saint-Simon the an tagonism between t c. tr estate
and the privileged classes took the form of an antagomsm betw~cn
"workers" and "idlers ." The idlers were not merely the. old pnvileged classes, but also all who, ~i~out taking any part m production or distribution, lived on the tr mcomes. And the workers were
not only the wage-workers, but also the manufac ru~ers, the .merchants,
the bankers. That the idlers had lost the capacay for tntellectual
leadership and politica l supremacy had been proved, a.nd was by
the Revolution finally s.!Hlcd. That the non-possesstng classes
had not this capacity seemed to Saint-Simon proved by the expc;
r iences of the Reign of Terror. Then, who was to lead and co~mand .
According to Saint-Simon, science and industry, ?oth unu~d. by
a new religious bond, des~incd to ~estore that untty ~f rchg10~
nee
ideas which bad been lost smce the nme of the Refo:m~u~o-a
11
essarily m ystic and rigidly hierarchic "new Chnsua~tty. But
science that was the scholars; and industry, that was, to the first
place 'the working bourgeois, manufacturers, ~erch_ants, bankers.
Thes~ bourgeois were, certainly, intended b~ Samt-Stm?n to trans:
form themselves into a kind of public offic1als, of soctal truste~s,
but they were still to ho ld, vis-a-vis of the workers, a co~andmg
and economically privileged posi tion. The b~nkers espe:tally were
to be called upon to direct the wh.ole of so~tal produ~uo~ by ~he
regulation of credit . This conceptiOn was m exact keepmg w1tb
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a time in which Modern Industry in France and, with it, the chasm
between bourgeoisie and proletariat was only just coming into
ex1stencc. But what Saint-Simon especially lays stress upon is this:
what interests him firs t, and above all other things is the lot of
the class that is the mos t numerous and the mos t p~or (" Ia classc
Ia plus uombreuse et Ia plus pauvre").
. ~ln:<tdy i? his Geneva letters, Saint-Simon lays down the proposttlon that ·all men ought to work. 11 In the same work he rccogn~ses also that the Reign of Terror was the reign of the non-posscssmg masses. ··see," says he to t hem, "what happened in France
a t the time. w~n your comra~es held sway there; they brought
about a famme . But to recogmse the French Revolution as a class
war, and not simply one between nobility and bourgeoisie, but between nobility, bourgeoisie, and the non-possessors, was, in the year
18o2, a most pregnant discovery. In 1816, be daclares that politics
is the. s.cience of pro~uction, and fore tells the complete absorption
of pohttcs by ecooom1cs . The knowledge that economic conditions
arc the ba~is of political institutions appears here only in embryo.
Yet what IS here already very plainly e>..'Pressed is the idea of the
future conversion of political rule over men into an administrat ion
of things and a direction of processes of production-that is to say
the "abolition of the state," about which recently there has bee~
so much noise.
.Saint-Sim.on show~ the ~ame superiority o ver his contemporanes, when m 1814, unmedtately after the entry of the allies into
Pa~is, and ag~~n in 1815, during the Hundred Days' War, he proclatms the alhance of France with England, and then of both these
countries with Germany, as the only guarantee for the prosperous
development and peace of Europe. To preach to the French in 1815
an all1ancc with the victors of \Vaterloo required as much courage
as historical foresight.
. If in Sain.r-Simon we find a comprehensive breadth of view, by
vutuc of whtch almost a ll the ideas of later Socialists that are
not s t rictly economic arc found in him in embryo, we find in Fourier a criticism of the existing conditions of society, genuinely
Fren7h and witty, but not upon that account any the less thorough.
Founcr rakes the bourgeoisie, their inspired prophets before the
Revolution, and their interested eulogists after it, at t heir own
word. He lays bare remorselessly the material and moral misery of
the bourgeois world. He confronts it with the earlier philosophers'
dazzling p romises of a society in which reason alone shou ld reign
?fa civilisation in which happiness should be universal, of an illim~
ttablc human perfectibility, and with the rose-coloured phraseology
of the bourgeois ideologists of his time. H e points out how everyb
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where the most pitiful reality corresponds with the most high-sounding phrases, and he overwhelms this hopeless fiasco of phrases
with his mordant sarcasm.
Fourier is not only a critic; his imperturbably serene nature
makes him a satirist, and assuredly one of the greatest satirists of
all time. He depicts, with equal power and charm, the swindling
speculations that blossomed out upon the downfall of the Revolution, and the shopkeeping spirit prevalent in, and characteristic of,
F rench commerce at that time. Still more masterly is his criticism
of the bourgeois form of the relations between the sexes, and the
position of woman in bourgeois society. He was the first to declare
that i n any given society the degree of woman's emancipation is
the natural measure of the general emancipation.
· But Fourier is at his greatest in his conception of the history
of society. He divides i ts whole course, thus far, into four stages
of evolution -savagery, barbarism, the patriarchate, civilisation.
This last is identical with the so-called civil, or bourgeois, society
of to-day-i.e., with the social order that came in with the sixteenth
century. He proves "that the civilised stage raises every vice practised by barbarism in a simple fashion into a form of existence, comp lex, ambiguous, equivocal, hypocritical"-that civilisation moves
in "a vicious circle," in contradictions which it constantly reproduces without being able to solve them; hence it constantly arrives
at the very opposite ro that which it wants to attain, or pretends to
want to attain, so that, e. g ., "under civilization poverty is born
of superabundance itself."
Fourier, as we see, uses the dialectic method in the same m asterly way as his contemporary, Hegel. Using these same dialectics,
he argues against the talk about illimitable human perfectibility,
that every historical phase has its period of ascent and also its
period of descent, and he applies this observation to the future
of the whole human race. As Kant introduced into natural science
the idea of the ultimate destruction of the earth, Fourier introduced
into historical science that of the ultimate destruction of the human
race.
Whilst in France the hurricane of the Revolution swept over the
land, in England a quieter, but not on that account less tremendous,
revolution was going on. Steam and the new tool-making machinery
were tr ansforming manufactw·e into modern industry, and thus
revolu tionising the whole foundation of bourgeois society. T he
sluggish march of development of the manufacturing period changed
into a veritable storm and stress period of p roduction. With
constantly increasing swifmess the splitting-up of society into large
capita lists and non-possessing proletarians went on. Between these.
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instead of the former stable middle-class, an unstable mass of artisans and small shopkeepers, the most fluctuating portion of the
population, now led a precarious existence.
. The new mode of producdon was, as yet, only at the beginning
of its period of ascent; as yet it was the normal, regular method
of production-the only one possible under existing conditions.
Nevertheless, even then it was producing crying social abuses-the
herding together of a homeless population in the worst quarters
of the large towns; the loosening of all traditional moral bonds,
of patriarchal subordination, of family relations; overwork, especially of women and children, to a frightful extent; complete demoralisation of the working-class, suddenly flung into altogether
new conditions, from the country into the town, from agriculture
into modern industry, from stable conditions of existence into insecure ones that changed from day to day.
At this juncture there came forward as a reformer a manufacturer 29 years old-a man of almost sublime, childlike simplicity of character, and at the same time one of the few born leaders
of men. Rober..t Ow:en had adopted the teaching of the materialistic
philosophers: that man's character is tbc product, on the one hand,
of heredi ty; on the other, of the environment of the i ndividual during his lifetime, and especially during his period of development.
In the industrial revolu tion most of his class saw only chaos and
confusion, and the opportunity of fishing in these troubled waters and
making large fortunes quickly. He saw in it the opportunity of
putting into practice his favourite theory, and so of bringing order
out of chaos. He had already tried it with success, as superintenden t
of more than five hundred men in a Manchester factory. From x8oo
to 1829, he directed the great cotton mill at New Lanark, in Scotland, as managing partner, along the same lines, bu t with greater
freedom of action and with a success that made him a European
reputation. A population, originally consisting of the most diverse
and, for the most parr, very demoralised clements, a population
that gradually grew to 2,500, he turned into a model colony, in
which drunkenness, police, magistrates, lawsuits, poor laws, charity,
were unknown. Aod all this simply by placing the people in conditions worthy of human beings, and especially by carefully bringing
up the rising generation. He was the founder of infant schools, and
introduced them first at New Lanark. At the age of two the children
came to school, where they enjoyed themselves so much that they
could scarcely be got home again. Whilst his competitors worked
their people thirteen or fourteen hours a day, in New Lanark the
working-day was only ten and a half hours. When a crisis in cotton
stopped work for four months, his workers received their full wages
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ferent with the founder of each different school. And as each one 's
specia l kind of absolute truth, reason, and justice is again conditioned by his subjective understanding, his conditions of existence,
the measure of his knowledge and his intellectual training, there
is no other ending possible in this conflict of absolute truths than
that they shall be mutually exclusive one of the other. Hence,
from this nothing could come but a kind of eclectic, average Socialism, which, as a matter of fac t, bas up to the present time dominated the minds of most of the socialist workers in France and
England. Hence, a mish-mash allowing of the most manifold shades
of opinion; a mish-mash of such critical statements, economic theories, pictures of future society by the founders of different sects,
as excite a minimum of opposition; a mish-mash which is the more
easily brewed the more the definite sharp edges of the individual
constituents are rubbed down in the stream of debate, like rounded
pebbles in a brook.
To make a science of Socialism, it had first to be placed upon
a real basis.
II

In the meantime, along with and after the French philosophy
of the eighteenth century had arisen the new German philosophy, culminating in Hegel. I ts greatest merit was the taking up
again of dialectics as the highes t form of reasoning. The old Greek
philosophers were all born natural d ialecticians, and Aristotle, the
most encyclopaedic intellect of them , had already analysed the
most essential forms of dialectic thought. The newer philosophy,
on the other hand, although in i t also dialectics had brilliant exponents (e. g., D escartes and Spinoza), had, especially through English
i nfluence, become more and more rigidly fixed in the so-called metaphysical mode of reasoning, by which also the French of the
eigh teenth century were almost wholly dominated, at all events in
their special philosophical work. Outside philosophy in the restricted
sense, the French nevertheless produced masterpieces of dialectic.
We need only call to mind Diderot's "Le Neveu de Rameau," and
Rousseau's "Discours sur 1'origine et les fondcments de 1'inegalite
parmi les hommes ." We give here, in brief, the essential character
of these two modes of thought.
When we consider and reflect upon Nature at large or the history
of mankind or our own intellectual activity, at first we see the picture
of an endless entanglement of relations and reactions, permutations
and combinations, in which nothing remains what, where and as
it was, but everytbiog moves, changes, comes ioto being and passes
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and effect are conceptions which only hold good in their application to individual cases; but as soon as we consider the individual
cases in their general connection with the universe as a whole,
they run into each other, and they become confounded when we
contemplate that universal action and reaction in which causes
and effects are eternally changing places, so that what is effect here
and nbw will be cause there and then, and vice versd.
None of these processes and modes of thought enters into the
framework of metaphysical reasoning. Dialectics, on the other hand,
comprehends things and their representations, ideas, in their essential connection, concatenation, motion, origin, and ending. Such
processes as those mentioned above are, therefore, so many corroborations of its own method of procedure.
Nature is the .Proof of dialectics, and it must be said for modern
science that it has furnished this proof with very rich materials
increasing daily, and thus has shown that, in the last resort, Nature works dialectically and not metaphysically; that she does not
move in the eternal oneness of a perpetually recurring circle, but
goes through a real historical evolution. In this connection Darwin
must be named before all others. He dealt the metaphysical conception of Nature the heaviest blow by his proof that all organic
beings, plants, animals, and man himself, are the products of a
process of evolution going on through millions of years. But the
naturalists who have learned to think dialectically are few and far
between, and this conflict of the resul ts of discovery with preconceived modes of thinking explains the endless confusion now reigning
in theoretical natural science, the despair of teachers as well as
learners, of authors and readers alike.
An exact representation of the universe, of its evolution, of the
development of mankind, and of the reflection of this evolution in
the minds of men, can therefore only be obtained by the methods
of dialectics with its constant regard to the innumerable actions
and reactions of life and death, of progressive or retrogressive changes.
And in this spirit the new German philosophy has worked.
Kant began his career by resolving the stable solar system ofNewton
and its eternal duration, after the famous initial impulse had once
been given, into the result of a historic process, the formation of
the suo and all the planets out of a rotating nebulous mass. From
this he at the same time drew the conclusion that, given this origin
of the solar system, its future death followed of necessity. His theory
half a century later was established mathematically by Laplace,
and half a century after that the spectroscope proved the existence
in space of such incandescent masses of gas in various stages of
condensation.
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This new German philosophy culminated in the Hegelian system.
I n this system-and herein is its great merit-for the first dme the
whole world, natural, historical, intellectual, is represented as a
process, i. e., as in constant motion, change, transformation, development; and the attemp t is made to trace out the internal connection
that makes a continuous whole of all this movement and developmen t. From this point of view the history of mankind no longer
appeared as a wild whirl of senseless deeds of violence, all equally
condemnable at the judgment scat of mature philosophic reason
and which are best forgotten as quickly as possible, but as the process of evolution of m ao himself. It was now the task of the intellect
to follow the gradual m arch of this process through all its devious
ways, and to tr~ce out the inner law running through all its apparently accidental phenomena.
That the Hegelian system did not solve the problem it propounded is here immaterial. Its epoch-making merit was that it propounded the problem. This problem is one that no single individual
will ever be able to solve. Although Hegel was - with Saint-Simonthe most encyclopaedic mind of his time, yet he was limited, first,
by the necessarily limited extent of his own knowledge and, s~nd,
by the limited extent and depth of the knowledge and conce~ttons
of his age. To these limits a third must be added. Hegel was an ldealist. To him the thoughts within his brain were not the more or
less abstract pictures of actual things aod processes, but, conversely,
things and their evolution were only the realised pictures of the
" Idea," existing somewhere from eternity before the world was.
This way of thinki ng turned everything upside down, and completely reversed the actual connection of things in the world. Correctly
and ingeniously as many individual groups of facts were grasped
by H egel, yet, for the reasons just given, there is much that is botched,
artificial, laboured, in a word, wrong in point of detail. The Hegelian system, in itself, was a colossal miscarriage-but it was also
the last of its kind. It was suffering, in fact, from an internal and
i ncurable contradiction. Upon the one band, its essen tial proposition was the conception that human history is a process of evolution, which, by its very nature, cannot find its intellectual fina l
term in the discovery of any so-called absolute truth. But, on the
other hand it laid claim to being the very essence of this absolute
t ruth. A s'ystem of natural and historical knowledge, embracing
everything, and final for all time, is a contradiction to the fundamental law of dialectic reasoning. This law, indeed, by no means
excludes, but, on the contrary, includes the idea that the systematic knowledge of the external universe can make giant s trides from
age to age.

The perception of the fundamental contradiction i n Gennao
idealism led necessarily back to materialism, but, nota bene, not
to the simply metaphysical, exclusively mechanical m aterialism of
the eighteenth century. Old materia lism looked upon all previous
history as a crude heap of irrationality and violence; modern materialism sees in it the process of evolution of humanity, and aims
at discovering the laws thereof. With the French of the eighteenth
century, and even with Hegel, the conc~pt i on obtained of Nature
as a whole, moving in narrow circles, and forever immutable, with
its eternal celestial bodies, as Newton, and unalterable organic
species, as Linnaeus, taught. Modern materialism embraces the more
r ecent discoveries of natural science, according to which Nature
also has its history in time, the celestial bodies, like the organic
species that, under favourable conditions, people them, being born
and perishing. And even if Nature, as a whole, must still be said to
move in recurrent cycles, these cycles assume infinitely larger dimensions. In both aspects, modern materialism is essen tially
dialectic, and no longer requires the assistance of that sort of philosophy which, queen-like, pretended to rule the remaining mob of
sciences. As soon as each special science is bound to make clear its
position in the great totality of things and of our knowledge of things,
a special science dealing wi th this totality is superfluous or unnecessary. That which still survives of a ll earlier phHosophy is the science
of thought and its laws-formal logic and dialectics. Everything
else is subsumed in the positive science of Nature and history.
Whilst, however, the revolution in the conception of Nature
could only be made i n proportion to the corresponding positive
materials furnished by research, already much earlier certain historical facts had occurred which led to a decisive change in the concep tion of history. In 1831, the first working-class rising took place
in Lyons; between 1838 and 1842, the first nation~l wor~ing-c lass
movement, that of the English Chartists, reached 1ts he1ght. The
class struggle between p ro letariat and bourgeoisie came to the fron t
in the history of the most advanced countries in Europe, i~ proportion to the development, upon the one hand, of modern mdustry,
upon the other, of the newly-acquired political supremacy of the
bourgeoisie. Facts more and more strenuo~ l y ~ave the h~ to the
teachings of bourgeois economy as to the 1denury of the ln.terests
of capital and labour, as to the universal harmony. and umvers~ l
prosperity that would be the consequence. of uobndled compeution. All these things cou ld no longer be 1gnored, any more ~an
the French and English Socialism, which was their theoreucal,
though very imperfect, expression. But the o ld i~ea lis t conception
of history, which was not yet dislodged. knew oothmg of class strug-
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gles based upon econom ic interes ts, knew nothin g of econom
ic in terests; produ ction and all econom ic relatio ns appear ed
in it only
as incide ntal, subord inate eleme nts in the "histo ry of civilis
ation. "
The new facts made imper ative a new exami nation of
all past
history . Then it was seen that all past histor y, with the
excep tion
of i ts primit ive stages , was the histor y of class strugg les;
that
these
warrin g classes of society are always the produc ts of the
modes of
produ ction and of excha nge-i n a word, of the eco11om
ic conditions of their time; that the econom ic struct ure of society
always
furnish es the real basis, startin g from which we can alone
work out
the ultima te explan ation of the whole supers tructu re
of juridica l
and politic al institu tions as well as of the religio us, philos
ophica l,
and other ideas of a given histor ical period . Hegel had freed
histor y
from metap hysics -he had made it dialec tic; but his concep
tion of
histor y was essent ially idealis tic. But now idealis m was d
riven from
its last refuge, the philos ophy of histor y; now a mater ialisti
c t reatment of histor y was propo unded , and a metho d found
of explai ning mao's "know ing" by his "being ," instea d of, as
heretofore,
his "being " by his "know ing."
From that time forward Social ism was no longer an accide
ntal
discov ery of this or that ingenious brain, but the necessary
outcom e
of the strugg le between two histor ically develo ped classe
s- the
prolet ariat and the bourgeoisie. Its task was no longer
to manufactur e a system of societ y as perfec t as possib le, but
to exami ne
the bistori co-eco nomic succession of events from which these
classes
and their antago nism had of necessity sprung , and to
discover in
the econom ic condit ions thus create d the means of ending
the
flict . But the Social ism of earlier days was as incom patible conwith
this mater ialisti c concep tion as the concep tion of Natur
e of the
French mater ialists was with dialec tics and moder n natura
l science.
T he Social ism of earlier days certai nly critici sed the
ex1sttng
capita listic mode of produ ction and its consequences. But
it could
not explai n them, and, therefore, could not get the maste
ry of them.
It could only simply reject them as bad. The more strong
ly this
earlier Social ism denounced the exploi tation of the workin
g-class,
inevit able under Capita lism, the less able was it clearly
to show in
what this exploi tation consis ted and how it arose. But
for this i t
was neces sary-( 1) to presen t the capita listic metho d of
produ ction
in its histor ical conne ction and its invitab leness during
a particu lar histor ical period , and therefore, also, to presen t its
inevit able
downf all; and (2) to lay bare its essent ial charac ter, which
was s till
a secret . This was done by t he discovery of surplu s-valu
e. I t was
shown that the approp riation of unpaid labour is the basis
of the
cap italist mode of produ ction and of the exploi tation of
the worke r
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matter of course that under it the old forms of appropriatio n remained in fu ll swing, and were applied to its products as well.
In the mediaeval s tage of evolution of the production of commodities, the question as to the owner of the product of labour could
not arise. The individual producer, as a rule, had from raw material ~lon~ing .to himself, and generally his own' handiwork, p roduced 1t w1 th h1s own tools, by the labour of his own hands or of his
family. There was no ne~d for him to appropriate the new p roduct.
It belonged wholly to hrm, as a matter of course. His property in
the product was, therefore, based upo1t his own labour. Even where
external help was used, this was, as a rule, of little importance,
and very gen~rally w~ compensated by something other than wages.
The apprenuces and JOurneymen of the guilds worked less for board
and wages than for education, in order that they might become
master craftsmen themselves.
Then carne the concentratio n of the means of production and
of the producers in large workshops and manufactories, their transformation into actual socialised means of production and socialised
pro~ucers . But the s~ialised producers and means of production and
the1r products were sull treated, after this change, just as they had
?ee~ .before, i .. e., as the means of production and the products of
md1V1dua ls. H1therto, the owner of the instruments of labour had
himself appropriated the product, because, as a rule it was his own
product and ~e assistance of others was the exce~tion. Now the
owner of the InStruments of labour always appropriate d to himself
the product, although it was no longer his product but exclusively
the p roduct of the labour of others. Thus, the products now produced
socially were not appropriate d by those who had actually set in
motion the means of production and actually produced the commodi tie~, ~ut by the capitalists. The means of p roduction, and
pro~ucuon Itself, had become in essence socialised. But they were
subJeC ted to a form of appropriatio n which presupposes the private
p~oduction of individuals, under which, therefore, every one owns
?ts O\~n product .and brings it to marker. The mode of production
1s subJected to th•s form of appropriatio n, although ir abolishes the
conditions upon which the Ia tter rests . 1
1

II is hardly necessary in this connection to point out that e ven if the

~orm of appropriatio.n r:emains the sa~e, t.he cluJracter of the app:.Opriation is

Jus~ ns much revo\uuootse d as product ion 1s by the
I t I S, of course, a very different matter whether I

cbtlnges described above.
appropriate to myself mv

O\~n product or that. of. ~other. Note in passing that wage· labour, which con'·

t ams t.he whole capltal!stJC .mode of production in embr)O, is ' 'cry ancient; in a
sporad1c, scattered form 1t ex1sted for centuries alongside of sla\'e-labour. But the
embryo could duly de,·elop into the capitalistic mode of production only when
t he necessary historical pTC>COnditions had b«n furnished. [Note by Engels].
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fhis 1.:0ntradiction, which gives to the n<:w mode of production
its <.apitalistic character, comams the germ of the whole of the social
antagonisms of to-day. The greater the mastery obtained by the new
mode of production over all important fields of production and in
all manufacturing countries, the more it reduced individual production to an insignificant residuum, the mare clearly teas brought out
tire. i,~compaubility of socialised production with capitalistic approprJatron.
The first capi talists found, as we have said, alongside of other
forms of labour, wage-labour ready-made for them on the market.
Bur ir was exce~ tional, complement ary, accessory, transitory wagelabour. The agncultural labourer, though, upon occasion he hired
himself out by the day, had a few acres of his own land' on which
he cou ld at all events live at a pinch. The guilds were so organised
that the journeyman of to-day became the master of to-morrow. But
all this changed, as soon as the means of production became socialised
and concentrated in the hands of capi talists. The means of production, as well as the p roduct, of the individual producer became
more and more worthless; there was nothing left for him but to turn
wage-worke r under the capi talis t. Wage-labour, aforetirne the exception and accessory, now became the rule and basis of all production;
aforetime complementary, it now became the sole remaining function of the worker. The wage-worke r for a time became a wage-worker
for life. The number of these permanent wage-workers was further
enormously increased by the breaking-up of the feudal system that
occurred at the same time, by the disbanding of the retainers of the
feuda l lords, the eviction of the peasants from their homesteads.
etc. The separation was made complete between the means of production concentrated in the hands of the capitalists, on the one side,
and the producers, possessing nothing but theh labour-power, on
the other. The contradiction between socialised production a1ui capitalistic appropriation manifested itself as tire antagonism of proletanat and bourgeoisie.
We have seen that the capita listic mode of production thrust
its way into a society of commodity-producers, of individual producers, whose social bond was the exchange of their products. But every
society based upon the production of commodities has this peculiarity: that the producers have lost control over their own social interrelations. Each man produces for himself with such means of production as he may happen to have, and for such exchange as he may
require to satisfy his remaining wants. No one knows how much of
his particular article is coming on the market, nor how much of it
will be wanted. ~o one knows whether his indi\ idual product
will meet an actual demand, whether he will be able to make good
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his CO!iLS of produc.:tJon or even to sell his commodit}' at all .•\n,trchy
reigns in socialised production.
But the production of commodities, like every other form of
production, has its peculiar, inherent laws inseparable from it; and
these laws work, despite anarchy, in and through anarchy. They
reveal themselves in the on ly persistent form of social inter-relations, ' · e., in exchange, and here they affect the individual producers as compulsory laws of competition . They arc, at first, unknown
to these producers themselves, and have to be discovered by them
gradually and as the result of experience. They work themselves
out, therefore, independen tly of the producers, and in antagonism
to them, as inexorable natural laws of their particular form of production. The product governs the producers.
In mediaeval society, especially in the earlier centuries, production was essentially directed towards satisfying the wants of the
i ndividual. It satisfied, in the main, only the wants of the producer
and his family. Where re lations of personal dcpendepcc existed,
as in d1e country, it also helped to satisfy the wants of the feuda l
lord. In all this there was, therefore, no exchange; the products, consequently, did not assume the character of commodities. The fami ly
of the peasant produced almost evcryming they wanted: clothes
and furniture, as well as means of subsistence. Only when it
began to produce more than was sufficient to supply its own wants
and the paymentS in kind to the feudal lord, only then did it also
produce' commodities. This surplus, duown into socia lised exchange
and offered for sale, became commodities.
The artisans of the towns, it is true, had from the first to produce for exchange. But they, also, themselves supplied the greatest
part of their own individual wants. They bad gardens and plots
of land. They turned their cattle out into the communal forest,
which,also, yielded them timber and firing. The women spun fla x,
wool, and so forth. Production for the purpose of exchange, production of commodities, was only in its infancy. Hence, exchange was
restricted, the market narrow, the methods of production stable;1
there was local exclusiveness without, local unity within; the mark
in the country; in the town, the guild.
But with the extension of the production of commodities, and
especially with the introduction of the capitalist mode of production, the laws of commodity- production, hitherto latent, came into
action more openly and wi th greater force. The old bonds were
loosened, the old exclusive limi tS broken through, the producers
See Appendix. [Note by E~t~els).
llere Engels refer$ to his Ytork The
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note z.-Ed.

Mark. See p. 87 of this volume,
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State propert_Y is felt first in the great institutions for intercourse
and communacation the post office, the telegraphs, the railways.
If the cric;es demonstrate the incapacity of the bourgeoisie fo r
managing any longer modern productive forces, the transformation
of the great establishments for production and distribution into
joint-stock companies, trusts and State property show how unnecessary the hour~ oisie arc for that purpose. All the social functions of
the capitahst are now performed by salaried employees. The capitalist has no further soci a I function than that of pocketing dividends,
tearing off coupons, and gambling on the Stock Exchange, where
the different capitaUsts despoil one another of their capital. At
first the capitalistic mode of production forces out the workers.
Now it forces out the capitalists, and reduces them, just as it reduced the workers, to the ranks of the surplus population, although
not immediately into those of the industrial reserve army.
But the transformation, either into joint-stock companies and
trusts, or into State-ownership, does not do away with the capita listic nature of the productive forces. In the joint-stock companies
and trusts this is obvious. And the modern State, again, is only the
organisation that bourgeois society takes on in order to support the
external conditions of the capitalist mode of production against
the encroachments as well of the workers as of individual capitalists. The modern state, no matter what its form, is essentially a
capitalist machine, the state of the capitalists. the ideal personification of the total national capital. The more it proceeds to the taking over of productive forces, the more docs it actually become
the national capitalist, the more citizens does it exploit. The workers remain wage-workers-proletarians. The capitalist relation is
not done away with. It is rather brought to a head . But, brought to a
head, it topples over. State-ownership of the productive forces is
not the solution of the conflict, but concealed within it are the technical conditions that form the elements of that solution.
This solution can only consist in the practical recognition of
the social nature of the modern forces of production, and t hcreforc
in the harmonising of the modes of production, appropriation, and
exchange with the socia lised character of the means of production.

And this can only come about by society openly and directly taking
possession of the productive forces which have outgrown all control
except that of society as a whole. The social character of the means
of production and of the products to-day reacts against the producers, periodically disrupts all production and exchange, acts on ly
like 3 law of Nature working blindly, forcibly, destructively. But
with the taking over by society of the productive forces, the social
character of the means of production and of the products will be
utilised by the producers with a perfect understanding of its nature,
and instead of being a source of disturbance and periodical collapse,
will become the most powerful lever of production itself.
Active social forces work exactly like natural forces: blindly,
forcib ly, destructively, so long as we do not understand, and reckoo
with, them. But when once we understand them, when once we grasp
their action, their direction, their effects, it depends on ly upon ourselves to subject them more and more to our own will, and by means
of them to reach our own ends. And this holds quite especially of
the mighty productive forces of to-day. As long as we obstinately
refuse to understand the nature and the character of these social
means of action-and this understanding goes against the grain of
the capitalist mode of production and its defenders-so long these
forces arc at work in spite of us, in opposition to us, so long they
master us, as we have shown above in detail.
But when once their nature is understood, they can, in the hands
of the producers working together, be transformed from master demons into willing servants. The difference is as that between the
destructive force of electricity in the lightning of the storm, and
electricity under command in the telegraph and the voltaic arc; the
difference between a conflagration, and fire working in the service
of man. With this recognition, at last, of the real nature of the productive forces of to-day, the social anarchy of production gives p lace
to a social regulation of production upon a definite plan, according to the needs of the community and of each individual. Then the
capitalist mode of appropriation, in which the product enslaves
first the producer and then the appropriator, is replaced by the mode
of appropriation of the products that is based upon the nature of the
modern means of production; upon the one hand, direct social appropriation, as means to the maintenance and extension of productionon the other, direct individual appropriation, as means of subsist1
ence and of enjoyment .
\Vhi 1st the capitalist mode of production more and more completely transforms the great majority of the population into proletarians, it creates the power which, under penalty of irs own destruction,
is furccd to accomplish this revolution. \X'bilst it forces on more
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took over for the State the chief Prussian lines, simply to be the better able
to have them in hand in case of war, to bring up the railway employees as
voting catrlc for the Government, and especially to create for himself n new
source of income independent of parliamentary votes- this was, in no ~<'n•e,
a socialiMic measure, directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciou~ly .
Otherwise, the Royal Maritime Company, the Royal porcelain manufacture,
and even the regimental tailor of the army would also be !lOCiali~tic institution~, or even, as was seriously proposed by a sly dog in Frederick Willinm
III's reign. the taking over by the State of the brothels. [Not~ by Eugelsl .
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and more the transformation of the vast means of production, alre~dy
socialised, into State property, it ~bows. itself tJ:t~ way to accomphshing this revolution. The prolecarrat seu:es polrtrcal power a,td turns
.
.
eire means of production into State property.
But in doing this, it abo lishes itself as prolctanat, abolishes
all clas~ distioclions and class antagonisms, abolisbe~ also the S tate
as State. Society thus far, based upon class antag~msms, had n:ed
of the State. That is, of an organisation of the_ pa~ucular class whtcb
was pro tempore the exploiting class, a~ orgarus_aoon for ~e _purpose
of preventing any interference from wnbou~ wah the eXJsung conditions of production, and, therefore, espectally, ro_r the purpose. of
forcibly keeping the exploited classes in the c~ndinon of oppresston
corresponding with the given mode of producnon (s la~ery, scrfd~m,
wage-labour). T})e State was. the official_rcprese_n~a ttve of s_octety
as a whole; the gathering of tt together tnto a vtstble embodtme_nt.
But it was this only in so far as it was the State of that c~ass w~tch
itself represented, fo r the time being, socie~y as a w~ole: tn anctent
times the State of s laveowning citizens; m the Mtddle Age~, the
feudai lords; in our own time, the bourgeoisie .. Whe'_l at las t 1~ becomes the real representative of the whole ofsoctety, 1_t renders ttself
unnecessary. As soon as there is no longer any. so~t ~ l class to be
held in subjection; as soon as class rule, and th~ tndivtdua~ strug~ le
for existence based upon our present anarchy 10 producuon, w_nh
the collisions and excesses arising from these, are removed, nothtng
more remains to be repressed, and a specia l repressive_force, a State,
is no longer necessary. The first act by virtue of whtcb the ~ tate
really constitutes itself the representative of ~e ~vhole of soctetythe taking possession of the means of production m the name of society-this is, at the same time, its last indepe~dent act as ~ S tate.
State interference in social relations becomes, tn one domam after
another, superfluous, and then -~cs o~t of itselr; the government of
persons is replaced by the admmtstranoo of ~ogs, ~od b?' the ~on
duct of processes of production. The State ts not abohshe..d. lt
dies out. This gives the measure of the . value of ~e phrase a free
State," both as to its justifiable use at umes by agttators, and as to
its ultimate scientific insufficiency; and also of the demands of the
so-called anarchists for the abolition of the State out of hand.
Since the historical appearance of the capitalist mode of prod~c
tion, the appropriation by society of all the means of_ pr?~uc tton
has often been dreamed of, more or less vaguely, _by mdt vtduals,
as well as by seers, as the ideal of the fu~re. But 1t could become
possible, could become a historical necessity,_ only when the ac ~al
conditions for its realisation were there. Ltke every ~ther soctal
advance, it becomes practicable, not by men undcrstandmg that the
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existence of classes is in contradiction to justice, equality, etc.,
not by the mere willingness to aboHsh these classes, but by virtue
of certain new economic conditions. The separation of society into an
exploiting and an exploited class, a ruling and an oppressed class,
was the necessary consequence of the deficient and restricted development of production in former times. So long as the total social labour
only yields a produce which but slightly exceeds chat barely necessary for the existence of all; so long, therefore, as labour engages
all or almost all the time of the great majority of the members of
society-so long. of necessity, this society is divided into classes.
Side by side with the great majority, exclusively bond slaves to
labour, arises a class freed from directly productive labour, which
looks after the general affairs of society: the direction of labour,
State business, law, science, art, etc. It is, therefore, the law of
division of labour that lies at the basis of the division into classes.
But this docs not prevenc this division into classes from being carried out by means of violence and robbery, trickery and fraud . It
docs not prevent the ruling class, once having the upper hand,
from consolidating its power at the expense of the working-class,
from turning its social leadership into an intensified exploitation of
the masses.
But if, upon this showing, division into classes bas a certain
historical justification, it has this on ly for a given period, only
under given social conditions. I t was based upon the insufficiency
of production. It will be swept away by the complete development
of modern productive forces. And, in fact, the abolition of c lasses
in society presupposes a degree of historical evolution at which the
existence, not simply of this or that particular ru ling class, but of
any ruling class at all, and, therefore, the existence of class distinction itself has become an obsolete anachronism. It presupposes,
therefore, the development of production carried out to a degree at
which appropriation of the means of production and of the products,
and, with this, of political domination, of the monopoly of cu lture,
and of intellectual leadership by a particular class of society, has
become not only superfluous but economically, politically, intellectually a hindrance to development.
This point is now reached. Their political and intellectual bankruptcy is scarcely any longer a secret to the bourgeoisie themselves. Their economic bankruptcy recurs regularly every ten years.
In every crisis, society is suffocated beneath the weight of its own
productive forces and products, which it cannot usc, and stands
helpless, face to face with the absurd contradiction that the producers have nothing to consume, because consumers are wanting. The
<.:xpansi ve force of the means of production bursts the bonds that
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the capita list mode of production had imposed upon them.
Their
deliverance from these bonds is the one p recond ition for .an
unbroken consta ntly-accelera ted develo pment of the produc uve
for~es
and' therewith for a practi cally ~limited i~cr:ase of produc ,
uon
itself. Nor is this all. The socia ltsed approp nat1on of. th~
means .of
produ ction docs away, not only .with the p.r~sent artifiCial
resmctions upon produ ction, but also with the posltlv c waste and
deva~ta
tion of produ ctive forces and produ cts U:at are at the presen
the inevit able concom itants of produ ction, and that ~each t u~e
theu:
height in the crises. Furthe r, it sets free for the comm.unay
at lru:ge
a mass of means of production and of produc ts, by domg away
wtth
the senseless extravagance of the ruling classes of to-day
and their
politic al representati ves. The p~ssi.bi li ry of sec~ ring for e-:cry
ber of society, by means of soc1ah sed produ~uon, an eXIste memnce not
only fu lly sufficient mater ially, and becommg day by
day more
fu ll, but an existence guaran teeing to all the fr~e deve.lopme~t
exercise of their physica l and menta l faculu es-th1 s poss1b. a.nd
1hty
is now for the first time here, but it is /zcre. 1
With the seizing of the means of production by society , produc
tion of commodities is done away with, and, simul taneou
s ly, the
maste ry of the produ ct over the prod~cer. Anru:ch~ in social
production is rep laced by system atic, defimte orgam sauon . ~he
strugg_le
for indivi dual existence disappears. Then for the first u~e
man.' m
. a certain sense, is finally marke d off from th~ ~es t of the a.mma
dom 1 and emerges from mere anima l condJUons of existe l ~ng
nce Into
reall y human ones. The whole sphere of the condit ions of
life which
enviro n man and which have hitherL o ruled man, now comes
the dominio~ and contro l of man, who for the first time becom under
es the
real, conscious lord of Natur e, because he has. now bcco~
e ma~ ter
of his own social organi sation . The laws of his own social
hither to standi ng face to face with man as ~aws of Natur acu?n,
e for~1g n
ro, and domin ating him, will then be used w1th ful.l u~ders
t~dmg,
and so maste red by him. Man's own social orgamsano.n
, hitherto
confronting him as a necessity imposed by Natur e and h1stor
y, now
- - 1 A few figures mny serve to give
nn approx imate
expnns ive force of the modern meanso f produc tion, even idea of th~ e~ormous
sure. Accord ing to Mr. Giffen, the total wealth of Greatunder capnah st pre$Britain and Ireland
amount ed, in round number s in
t8t4 to £::t,::too,ooo.ooo,
1865 to £6,xoo, ooo,oo o,
r875 to £S.soo, ooo,oo o.
As an instanc e of the squand ering of means of produc tion
and. of produ.~ s
during a crisis, the total Joss in the Gcrmn n iron in_dustr
y alone, ~~ t~c C~ISIS
r873·78, wu given at the o;econd Germa n Tndust nal Congre
ss (lkrhn , February : 1, r878), ns £::t::t,?S01 000. [Note by Engels].
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becomes the result of h1s own free a~,;tion. The extraneous
objl'Cti vc
forces that hu,·e hither to governed histor y pass under the
contro l
of man himself. Only from that time '"ill man himself,
more and
more consciously, make his own histor y-on ly from that
time will
the socia l causes set in movement by him have, in the main
and in a
cons tantly growing measure, Lhe results intend ed by him.
It is the
ascent of man from the kingdom of necess ity to the kingdo
m of
freedom.
Let us briefly sum up our sketch of histori cal evolut ion.
I. M ediaeval Societ y-Indi vidua l production on a small
Means of produ ction adap ted for indivi dual use; hence primiscale.
tive,
ungainly, petty, dwarfed in action. Production for immed
iate consumpt ion, either of rhe producer himself or of his feuda l lord.
where an excess of produ ction over this consum ption occurs Only
is such
excess offered for sale, enters into exchange. Produ ction of
commodities, therefo re, only in its infancy. But alread y it contai
ns
itself, i n embry o, anarchy i,z the production of society at large. within
II. Capitalist R evolut ion-tr ansfor mation of indust ry, at
first
by means of simple cooper ation and manuf acture . Conce
ntratio n
of the means of produ ction, hither to scatter ed, into great works
hops .
As a consequence, their transformation from indivi dual
to social
means of produ ction- a transfo rmation which does not, on the
affect the form of exchan ge. The old forms of appro priatio whole,
n
in force. The capita list appears. In his capac ity as owner remain
means of production, he also appro priates the products and of the
turns
them into comm odities. Produc tion has become a social
act. Exchange and approp riation contin ue to be individ ual acts, the
acts of
individuals. The social product is appropriated by the
indiv idual
capitalist. Funda men tal contra dictio n, whence arise a ll the
contra dictions in which our presen t-day societ y moves, and which
modern
indust ry brings to light.
A. Severance of the producer from the means of produ ction
. Condemnation of the worke r to wage- labour for life. Amag
onism between the proleta riat and the bourgeoisie.
B. G rowing predominance and increasing etfecti veness
laws governing the produc tion of commodities. Unbri dled of the
compe
tition. Contradiction between socialiSed organisation in the individ ua l
f actory and social anarchy in producciott as a whole.
C. On the one hand, perfecting of machinery, made by compe
tition compu lsory for each indivi dual manufacture r, and
complemented by a consta ntly growing displa cemen t of labourers.
Induscnal reserve-army. On the other hand, unlim ited extension of
production, also compu lsory under compe tition, for every manuf
acture r.
Oo both sides, unhea rd-of development of produ ctive forces,
excess
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of supply over demand, over-pro duction, glu tting of the marke ts,
crises every ten years, the vicious circle: exc1.ss here, of mc.ans of
production and products - excess there, of labourers, without employment and without means of existence. But these two levers of
production and of social well-being arc unable to work together,
because the capitalis t form of producti on prevents the producti ve
forces from working and the products from circulati ng, unless they
are first turned into capital- which their very superabundance prevents. The contradic tion has grown into an absurdity . The mode of
productio n rises in rebellion against the form of exchange . The bourgeoisie arc convicted of incapaci ty further to manage their own social producti ve forces .
D. Partial recogniti on of the social characte r of the producti ve
forces forced upon the capitalis ts themselves. Taking over of the
great institutio ns for producti on and commun ication, firs t by jointstock companies, later on by trusts, then by the State. The bourgeoisie demonst rateJ to be a superfluous class. All its social functions
are now performed by salaried employees.
III. Proletarian R evolution -Solutio n of the contradic tions. The
proletari at seizes the public power, and by means of this transforms
the socialised means of producti on, slipping from the hands of the
bourgeoisie, into public property . By this act, the proletari at frees
the means of producti on from the characte r of capital they have
thus far borne, and gives their socia lised characte r complete freedom
to work itself out. Socialised production upon a predeter mined plan
becomes hencefor th possible. The development of production makes
the existence of ditfercn t classes of society thenceforth an anachronism. I n proportio n as anarchy io social production vanishes, the
political authority of the State dies out. Man, at last the master of
his own form of social organisation, becomes at the same time the
lord over Nature, his own master- free.
To accompli sh this act of universa l emancip ation is the historica l
mission of the modern proletari at. To thoroughly comprehend the
historica l conditions and thus the very nature of this act, to impart
to the now oppressed proletari an class a full knowledge of the conditions and of the meaning of the momento us act it is called upon to
accomplish, this is the task of the theoretic al expression of the proletarian movemen t, scientific Socialism.
Written by Engels in 1877
Published as a separate pamphlet in
French at Paris in t 88o, in German
at Zurich in 188z and at Berlin
in 1891 , and in English at London
in 189z

Printed accord ins to the text
of the authorized Eng lish edition
of 1892
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manual labour in backward countries, and creating the presentday new means of communication: steam engines, railways, electric
telegraphy, in the more developed ones. Thus the bourgeoisie came
more and more to combine socia l wealth and socia l power in its
hands, while it sti ll for a long period rem11ined excluded from politica l power, which was in the hands of the nobility and the monarchy supported by the nobi lity. But at a certain stage in France
since the Great Revolution-it also conquered political pow~r, and
now in turn became the ruling class over the proletariat and small
peasants. From this point of view all the historical phenomena are
explicable in the simplest possible way-with sufficient knowledge
of the particular economic condition of society, which it is true
is totally lacking in our professiona l historians, and in the same
way the conceptions and ideas of each historical period arc mos t
simp ly to be explained from the economic condi tions of life and from
the soc ial and pol itical relalions of the period, which arc in turn
determined by these economic conditions. History was for the
fi rst time placed on its real basis; the palpable but previously totally overlooked fact that men must first of all cat, drink, have
shelter and clothing, therefore must work, before they can fight
for domination, pursue politics, religion, philosophy, etc.-this
pa lpable fact at last came into its historical rights.
This new conception of history, however, was of supreme significance for the socialist our look. It showed that all previous history
moved in class antagonisms and class struggles, that there have
always existed ruling and ruled, exploiting and exploited classes,
and that the great majority of mankind has always been condemned
to arduous labour and little enjoyment. Why is this?Simply because
in all earlier stages of development of mankind production was
so litt le developed that the historical development could proceed
on ly in this antagonistic form, that historical progress as a whole
was assigned to the activity of a small privileged minority, whi le
the great mass remained condemned to producing by their labour
their own meagre means of subsistence and also the increasingly
rich means of the privileged. But the same investigation ofhistory,
which in this way provides a natura l and reasonable explanation
of the previous class rule, otherwise only explicable from the wickedness of man, also leads to the realization that, in consequence of
the so tremendously increased productive forces of the present time,
even the last pretext has vanished for a division of mankind into
rulers and ruled, exploiters and exploi ted, ~t least in the most advanced countries; that the ruling big bourgeoisie has fulfilled i ts
historic mission. that it is no longer capable of the leadership of
society and has even become a hindrance to the development of
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SPEECH AT THE GRAVESIDE OF KARL :MARX
On the 14th of March, at a quarter to three in the afternoon, the
greatest living thinker ceased to think. He had been left alone
for scarcely two minutes, and when we came back we found him
in his armchair, peacefully gone to sleep-but forever.
An immeasurable loss has been sustained both by the militant
proletariat of Europe and America, and by historical science, in
the death of this man. The gap that has been left by the departure
of this mighty spirit will soon enough make itself felt.
Just as Darwin discovered the law of development of organic (
nature, so Marx discovered the law of development of human history: the simple fac t, hitherto concea led by an overgrowth of ideology, that mankind must first of all eat, drink, have shelter and
clothing, before it can pursue politics, science, art, religion, etc.;
that therefore the production of the immediate material means
of subsistence and consequently the degree of economic development
attained by a given people or during a given epoch form the foundation upon which the state institutions, the legal conceptions, the
ideas on art, and even on religion, of the people concerned have
been evolved, and in the light of which they must, therefore,
be explained, instead of vice versa, as had hitherto been the case.
But that is not a ll . Marx also discovered the spccialJaw of
, WQtioo governing the present-day capitalist mode of production
and the bourgeois society that this mode of production has created.
The discovery of surplus value sudden ly threw light on the problem, in trying to solve which all previous investigations, of both bourgeois economists and socialist critics, had been groping in the dark.
Two such discoveries would be enough for one lifetime. Happy
the man to whom it is granted to make even one such discovery.
But~in every single field which Marx investigated-and he investigated very many fields, none of them superficially-in every field,
even in that of mathematics, be made independent discoveries.
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tion of immediate life. But this itself is of a twofold character. On
the one band, the production of the means of subsistence, of food,
clothing and shelter and the tools requisite therefore; on the other,
the production of human beings themselves, the propagation of
the species . 1 The social institutions under which men of a defini te
historica l epoch and of a dcfini te country live arc conditioned by
both kinds of production: by the stage of development of labour,
on the one hand, and of the family, on the other. The less the development of labour, and the more limited its volume of production and ,
therefore, the wealth of society, the more prcpondcratingly docs
the socia l order appear to be dominated by ties of sex. However,
within this structure of society based on ties of sex, the productivity
of labour develops more and more; with it, p rivate property and
exchange, differences in wealth, the possibility of uti lizing the
labour power of others, and thereby the basis of class an tagonisms:
new social clements, which strive in the course of generations to
adapt the old structure of society to the new conditions,until, fina lly, the incompatibi lity of the two leads to a complete revolution.
The old society based on sex groups bursts asunder in the collision of the newly-developed socia l classes; in its p lace a new
society appears, constituted in a state, the lower units of which are
no longer sex groups but territorial groups, a society in which the
family system is entirely dominated by the property system,
and in which the class antagonisms and class struggles, which
make up the content of a ll hitherto written history, now freely
develop.
Morgan's great merit lies in having discovered and reconstructed
this prehistoric foundation of our written history in its main features,
and in having found in the sex groups of the North American Indians the key to the most important, hitherto insoluble, ridd les
of the earliest Greek, Roman and German history. H is book, however, was not the work of one day. He grappled with his materia l for near ly forty years unti l he comp letely mastered it. That
is wh y his book is one of the few epoch-making works of our time.
In the following exposi don the reader will, on the who le, easily
be able to distinguish between what has been taken from Morgan
and what I have added myse lf. In the historica l sections dea ling
1 Engels is here guilty of inexactitude by citing the propagation of the
species alongside of the production of the means of subsistence as causes determi ning the development of society and of social institutions. In the text proper
of the Origin of the Family, Prit!Dte Property and tht Start, Fngcls him~elf
demonstrated by an analysis of concrete material that the mode of materia l
production is the principal factor conditioning the development of society and
of social inst irutions.-Ed.
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second decisive advance in the field of investigation he had entered
upon. H e discovered that the gens, organized according to mother
right, was the original form out of which developed the later gens,
organized according to father right, the gens as we find it among
the civilized peoples of antiqui ty. The Greek and Roman gens, an
enigma to all previous historians, was now explained by the Indian
gens, and thus a new basis was found for the whole history of
primitive society.
· The rediscovery of the original mother-right gens as the stage
preliminary to the father-right gens of the civilized peoples has
the same significance for the history of primitive society as Darwin's theory of evolution has for biology, and Marx's theory of
surplus value for political economy. It enabled Morgan to outline
for the first time a history of the family, wherein at least the classical stages of development are, on the whole, provisionally established, as far as thcmatcrialatpresentavailablcpermits. Clearly, this
opens a new era in the treatment of the history of primitive society .
The mother-right gens has become the pivot around which this
entire science turns; since its discovery we know in which direction to conduct our researches, what to investigate and bow to
classify the results of our investigations. As a consequence, progress
in this field is now much more rapid than before Morgan's book
appeared .
Morgan's discoveries are now generally recognized, or rather
appropriated , by prehistorians in England, too. But scarcely one
of them will openly acknowledge that it is to Morgan that we owe
this revolution in outlook. In England his book is hushed up as
far as possible, and Morgan himself is dismissed with condescending praise for his previous work; the details of his exposition arc
eagerly picked on for criticism, while an obstinate silence reigns
with regard to his really great discoveries. The original edition of
Ancient Society is now out of print; in America there is no profitable
market for books of this sort; in England, it would seem, the book
was systematically suppressed, and the only edition of this epochmaking work sti ll available in the book trade is - the German translation .
Whence this reserve, which it is difficult not to regard as a conspiracy of silence, particularly in view of the host of quotations
given merely for politeness' sake and of other evidences of camaraderie, in which the writings of our recognized prehistorians abound?
I s it perhaps because Morgan is an American, and it is very bard
for English prehistorians, despite their highly commendab le di ligence i n the collection of material, to have to depend for the general
viewpoint which determine~ tbc arraogemcut and grouping of this
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of the sma ll and middle burghers into a big bourgeoisie. Among
last century's Englishmen and Frenchmen who in many cases were
just as much political economists as philosophers, this is clearly
evident; and we have proved it above in regard to the Hegelian
school.
We will now in addition deal only briefly with religion, since
the latter stands furthest away from material life and seems to be
most alien to it. Religion arose in very primitive times from erroneous, primitive conceptions of men about their own nature and
external nature surrounding them. Every ideology, however, once
it has arisen, develops in connection with the given concept-material, and develops this material further; otherwise. it would not be
an ideology, that is, occupation with thoughts as with independent
entities, developing independently and subject only to their own
laws. That the material life conditions of the persons inside whose
heads this thought process goes on in the last resort determine the
course of this process remains of necessity unknown to these persons,
for otherwise there would be an end to all ideology . These original
religious notions, therefore, which in the m ain arc common to each
group of kindred peoples, develop, after the group separates, in
a manner peculiar to each peop le, according to the conditions of
. life falling to their lot. For a number of groups of peoples, and particularly for the Aryans (so-called Indo-Europeans) this process has
been shown in detail by comparative mythology. The gods thus
fashioned within each p eople were national gods, whose domain
extended no farther than the national territory which they were to
protect; on the other side of its boundaries other gods held und isputed sway. They could continue to exist, in imagination, only as
long as the nation existed; they fell with its fa ll. The Roman world
empire, the economic conditions of whose origin we do not need to
exami ne here, brought about this downfall of the old nationalities.
The old national gods decayed, even those of the Romans, which
also were patrerned to s uit only the narrow confi nes of the city of
Rome. The need to complement the world empire by means of a
world religion was clearly revealed in the attempts made to provide
in Rome recogn ition and altars fo r all the foreign gods to the slightest degree respectable alongside of the indigenous ones. But a new
world religion is not to be made in this fashion, by imperial decree.
The new world religion, Christianity, had already quietly come into
being, out of a mixture of generalized Oriental, particularly Jewish ,
theology, and vulgarized Greek, p articularly Stoic, philosophy.
What it originally looked like has to be first laboriously discovered,
since its official form, as it has been handed down to us, is merely
that in which it became the state religion, to which purpose it
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tiooalit y of everyth ing y-hich is real resol ~·es itself into the other
proposi tion: All that ex1sts deserves to ~er~sh .
But precisely thcrc:-in lay the true s1gmficaoce and the revolutionary charactc:-r of the Hegelia n philoso phy (to which, as the close
of the whole movcmc:-nt since Kant, we must here confine ourscl ves),
that it once for all dealt the death blow to the finality of all p roducts of human thought and action. Truth. the cognitio n of which
is the business of philoso phy, was in the hands of Hegel no longer an aggregate of finished dogmat ic stateme nts, which, once discovered had merely to be learned by heart. T ruth lay now in the
p rocess' of cognitio n itself, in the long h!storic al devr?lopmcnt of
science, which mounts from lower to ever htgher levels of knowledge
without ever reaching, by discovering so-called abs~lu te truth, a
poin t at which it can proceed . no fu rther, where 1~ would have
nothing more to do than to fold tts hands and gaze wlth wonder at
the absolute truth to which it had attained . And what holds good
for the realm of philosophica l knowled ge holds goo? also fo~ that of
every other kind of knowledge and also for pracu~a l ~tfa1rs . Just
as knowledge is unable to reach a complet e conclus10n m a perfect,
ideal conditio n of humani ty, so is history unable to do so; a perfect
society, a perfect "state," arc things. whic~ ca~ only exist in imagination. On the contrary , all success1ve hl<>toncal systems are only
transi tory stages in the endless course of develop ment of human
society from the lower to the higher. E~c~ stage is ~ece.ssary, a~d
therefore justified for the time and condmo ns to wh1ch It owes tts
origin. But in the face of new, h i~her c~n~itions \~hie~ gra_dually
develop in its own womb, it loses ItS valtdtty and JUSttfica u on. It
must give way to a higher stage which will also_ in its turn decay_~nd
per ish . Just as the bourgeoisie ~y l argc~scalc mdustry ! competi tion
and the world market dic;solves m pracuce all stable, ume-ho noured
institut ions so this dialecti cal phi losophy dis olves all conceptions of fi~al absolut e truth and of absolute states of human ity
corresp onding' to it. For it [dialect ical philosophy] nothing is
fina l absolut e sacred. It reveals the transito ry charact er of everythin~ and in dveryth ing; nothing can endure before it except the
u ninterru pted __process of becomi ng and of passing away, --2!' ena-less ascendancx frolll.. the lower to the higher. And ~ialectic~
philosophy itself is nothing more than the mere reflecuon of thts
process in the thinking brain. It has, of course, also a conservative side: it recognizes that definite stages of knowledge and society arc justified for their time and cireums_tances; ?ut ~nly so far.
The conservatism of this mode of outlook IS relauve ; lts revolutionary charact er is ab<>olute the only absolut e dialecti ca l philosophy admits.
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It is oot necessary, here, to go into the question of whether this
mode of outlook is thoroug hly in accord \"\ith the prlSCnt state of
natural science, whiLh predicts a possible end even for the c-arch, and
for its habitab ility a fairly cerrain one; which thc.rcfore r· cogniz~s /
that for the history of mankin d, too, there is not only an ascending
.but o.lso a dcsc~oding branch. At any rate we still nnd ourselves a • '
considerable distance from the turning point at which thc histori·
cal cou1se of socic.ty \:x:comcs one of dcscet;t, and we cannot expect
.Hegelian philoso phy to be concerned with a subject which natural
science, in its time, had not at all placed uron the agenda as y<:t.
But what must, in fact, be said here is this: that in Hegel the
views developed above arc not so sharply delinea ted. They are a
necessary conclusion from his method , but one which he himself
never drew with such explicit ness. And this, indeed, for the simple
reason that he was compelled to make a system and, in accordance
with traditio nal requirem ents, a system of philoso phy must conclude with ~orne sort of absolute truth. Therefore, howcvcr much
Hegel, especially in his Logic, emphasized that this eternal truth
is nothing but the logical, that is, the historic aL process..ltS<;l(, he
nevertheless finds himself compelled to supply this process with
an end, just because he has to bring his system to a termina tion at
some point or other. In his Logic he can make this end a beginni ng
again, since here the point of conclusion, the absolut e idea-w hich
is only absolute in so far as he has absolut ely nothing to say about
it-'"alie nates,,., that is, transforms, itself into nature and comes to
itself again later in the m ind, that is, in thought and in h istory.
But at the end of the whole philoso phy a similar return to the beginrung is possible only in one way. Namely , by conceiv ing of the
end
of history as follows: mankin d arrives at the cognitio n of this selfsame absolute idea, and declares that this cognitio n of the absolute
idea is reached in Hegelia n philoso phy. In this way, however, the
whole dogmat ic content of the Hegelia n system is declared to be
absolute truth, in contrad iction to his dialecti cal method , which
dissolves all dogmat ism. Thus the revoluti onary side is ~mothered
beneath the overgrowth of the conserv ative side. And what applies
to philo~ophical cognitio n applies also to historic al practice . Mankind, which, in the person of Hegel, has reached the point of working
out the absolute idea, mu~t also in practice have gotten so far that it
can carry out this absolut e idea in reality. Hence the practica l political demand s of the ab~olute idea on contemp oraries may not be
stretched too far. And so we find at the conclusion of the Philosophy
of Right that the absolute idea is to be realized in that monarc hy
based on social e~tates which Fredc.rick ~'illiam III ~o persiste ntly
but vainly promised to his subjects, that is, in a limited, modera te,
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indirect rule of the posc;cssing classes suited to the petty-bourg eois
German conditions of that time; and, moreover, the necessity of
the nobility is demonstrate d to us in a speculative fashion.
The inner necessities of the system are, therefore, of themselves
sufficient to explain why a thoroughly revolutionar y method of
thinking produced an extremely tame political conclusion. As a
matter of fact the specific form of this conclusion springs from this,
that Hegel was a German, and Ukc his contemporary Goethe had
a bit of the philistine's queue dangling behind. Each of them was
an Olympian Zeus in his own sphere, yet neither of them ever quite
freed himself from German philistinism .
But all this did not prevent the H egelian system from covering
an incomparab ly greater domain than any earlier system, nor from
developing in this domain a wealth of thought which is astounding
even today. The phenomenology of mind (which one may call a
parallel of the embryology and pa leontology of the mind, a development of individual consciousness through its di fferent stages,
set in the form of an abbreviated reproduction of the stages through
which the consciousness of man has passed in the course of history),
logic, natural philosophy, philosophy of mind, and the latter worked
out in its separate, historical sub-divisions: philosophy of history, of right, of religion, history of philosophy, estheti~s , etc.- in
all these different historical fields H egel laboured to dtscover and
demonstrate the pervading thread of developmen t. And as he was
not only a creative genius but also a man of encyclopedic erudition,
he played an epoch-maki ng role in every sphere. It is self-evident
that owing to the needs of the "system" he very often had to reson
to those forced construction s about which his pigmy opponents make
such a terrible fuss even today. But these construction s are only
the frame and scaffolding of his work. If one does not loiter here
needlessly, but presses on farther into the immense building, one
finds i nnumerable treasures which today still possess undiminished
value. With all philosophers it is precisely the "system" which it
perishable; and for the simple reason that it springs from.. an im:....
...Q_erishable desire of the human mind-the desire to overco':Ile ~
contradictio os. But if all contradictio ns are once for all dtsposed
of we shall have arrived at so-ca lled absolute truth-worl d history
will be at an end. And yet it has to continue, although there is nothing left for it to do-hence, a new, insoluble contradiction . As sooa
as we have once realized-an d in the long run no one has helped us
to realize it more than H egel himself-th at the task of philosophy
thus stated means nothing but the task that a single philosop~
should accomplish that which can only be accomplished by the ent~re
human race in its progressive developmen t - as soon as we reahze
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that, there is an end to all philosophy in the hitherto accepted sense
of the word. One leaves alone "absolute truth," which is unattainable along this path or by any single individual; instead, one pursues attainable relative truths along the path of the positive sciences, and the summation of their results by means of dialectica l
thinking. At any rate, with Hegel philosophy comes to an end: on
the one hand, because in his system he summed up its whole development in the most splendid fashion; and on the other hand,
because, even though unconsciously, he showed us the way out
of the labyrinth of systems to real positive knowledge of the world.
One can imagine what a tremendous effect this Hegelian system
must have produced in the philosophy- tinged atmosphere of Germany. It was a triumphal procession which lasted for decades and
which by no means came to a standstill on the death of H egel. On
the contrary, it was precisely from 1830 to 1840 that '·Hegelianism"
reigned most exclusively, and to a greater or lesser extent infected
even its opponents. It was precisely in this period that H egeli an
views, consciously or unconsciously, most extensively penetrated
the most d iversified sciences and leavened even popular literature
and the daily press, from which the average "educated consciousness" derives i ts mental pabulum. But this victory along the whole
front was only the prelude to an internal struggle.
As we have seen, the doctrine of H egel, taken as a whole, left
plenty of room for giving shelter to the mo!;t diverse practical party
views. And in the theoretical Germany of that time, two things
above all were practical: religion and politics. Whoever placed the
chief emphasis on the Hegelian system could be fairly conservative
in both spheres; whoever regarded the dialectical method as the main
thing could belong to the mos t extreme oppositiOn, both in politics and religion. Hegel himself, despite the fairly frequen t outbursts of revolutionary wrath in his works, seemed on the whole to be
more inclined to the conservative side. Indeed, his system had cost
him much more " hard mental plugging" than his method. T owards
the end of the thirties, the cleavage in the school became more and
more apparent. The Left wing, the so called Young Hegelians, in their
fi ght with the pietist orthodox and the feuda l reactionaries, abandoned bit by bit that philosophica l-genteel reserve in regard to the
burning questions of the day which up to that time had secured state
toleration and even protection for their teachings. And when, in
1840, orthodox pietism and absolutist feuda l reaction ascended the
throne with Frederick Wi lliam IV, open partisanship became unavoidable. The fight was still carried on with prilosophica l weapons,
but no longer for abstract philpsophical aims. It turned directly
on the destruction of traditional religion and of the existing sta te.
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II

The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of more
recent philosophy, is iliat concerning the relation of thinking and
being. From the very early times wben men, still completely
ignorant of the structure of their own bodies, under the stimulus of
dream apparitions 1 came to believe that their thinking and sensation were not activities of their bodies, but of a distinct soul which
inhabits the body and leaves it at death-from this time men have
been driven to reflect about the relation between this soul and the
outside world. If upon death it took leave of the body and lived
on, there was no occassion to invent yet another distinct death for
it. Thus arose the idea of its immortality, which at that stage of
development appeared not at all as a consolation but as a fate against
which it was no usc fighting, and often enough, as among the Greeks,
as a positive misfortune. Not religious desire for consolation, but
the quandary arising from the common universal ignorance of what
to do with this soul, once its existence had been accepted, nfter
the death of the body, led in a general way to the tedious notion
of personal immortality. In an exac tly sim ilar manner the first
gods arose through the personification of natural forces. And these
gods in the further development of religions assumed more and
more an extra-mundane fonn, until finally by a process of abstraction, I might almost say of distillation, occurring naturally in the
course of man's intellectual development, out of the many more or
less limited and mutually limiting gods there arose in the minds
of men the idea of the one exclusive God of the monotheistic
religions.
Thus the question of the relation of thinking to being, the relation of spirit to nature-the paramount question of the whole of
philosophy-has, no less than all religion, its roots in the narrowminded and ignorant notions of savagery. But this question could
for the first time be put fonvard in its whole acuteness, could achieve
its full significance, only after humanity in Europe had awakened
from the long hibernation of the Christian Middle Ages. The question of the position of thinking in relation to being, a question
which, by the way, had played a great part also in the scholasticism
of the Middle Ages, the question: which is primary, spirit or nature that question, in relation to the church, was sharpened into this:
1
Among sn vagcs and lower barbarians the idea is still universal that t he
human forms which appear in dreams are souls which have temporarily left
t heir bodies; the real man is, therefore, held responsible for nets committ ed
by his dream apparition against the dreamer. Thus Imthurn found this belief
current, for example, among the Indians of Guiana io 1884. (Note by Engels. ]
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Did God create the world or has the world been in existence eternally?
T~e answers which the philosophers save ro this question spli t
th7~ mto two great camps. Those who asserted the primacy of
spm t to nature and, therefore, in the last instance assumed world
creation io some ~onn or other-and among the phil~sophers, H egel,
for example, thts creation often becomes still more intricate and
impossible than in Christiani ty-comprised the camp of idealism.
The others, who regarded nature as primary, belong to the various
schools of materialism.
. !hese ~vo expression~, idealism and materialism, originally
s1gmfy nothing else but ~h1s; a.nd here too they are not used in any
other sense. What confusion anses when some other meaning is p ut
into them will be seen below.
But ~1e q~estion of th~ relation of thinking and being has yet
another s1de: 1n what relauon do our thoughts about the world surrounding us. ~and to this world itself? Is our thinking capable
of the cognmon of the real world? Arc we able in our ideas and
notions of the real world to produce a correct reflection of reality?
In philosophical language this question is called the question of
the i~enti ty of ~nking and bei~g, and the ovenvhelming majority
of phtlosophers gtve an affirmauve answer to this question. With
Hegel, for example, its affirmation is self-evident; for what we
cog.nize in the real world is precisely its thought-content- that
whtch rna ·es tbe world a gradual realization of the absolute idea
which absolute idea has existed somewhere from eternity, independen~
of the world and before the world. But it is manifest wi thout
fur ther proof that thought can know a content which is from the outset a thought-content. It is equally manifest that what is to be proved
here is already tacitly contained in the premises. Bu t that in no
way prevents Hegel from drawing the further conclusion from his
proof of the identity of thinking and being that his philosophy,
because it is correct for his thinking, is therefore the onl y correct
one, and that the identity of thinking and being must prove its
validity by mankind immediately translating his philosophy from
theory into practice and transforming the whole world according
to Hegelian principles. This is an illusion which he shares with
well-nigh all philosophers.
In addition there is yet a set of different philosophers-those
who question the possibility of any cognition, or a t least of an exhaustive cognition, of the world. To them, among the more modern
ones, belong Hume and Kant, and they have played a very importan t
role in philosophical development. What is decisive in the refutation
of this view has already been said by Hegel , in so far as this was
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possible from an ideal ist stand poin t. The mate
made by Feuerbach are more ingenious than rialis tic addi tions
tellin g rdut ation of this as of all othe r philo profo und. The most
practice, namely, expe rime nt and indus try. If sophical crotchets is
the correctness of our conception of a natu ralwe arc able to p rove
it ou~lve~, bring ing it into being out of its condiprocess by . ma k~
tio}1S and rr.aking
it serve our own purposes into the barg ain, then
there is an end
to ~he Kant inn ungraspable '·thin g-in- itself
." The chemical substances produced in the bodies of plan ts
and anim als remained
such "thin gs-in -them selve s" until organ ic chem
istry began to prod uce
them one after another, whereupon the "thin
a thing for us, as, for instance, aliza rin, the g-in- itself " became
colou ring matter of
the madd er, whic h we no longer troub le to
grow
in the madder
roots in the field, but produce much more chea
ply
and
simply frolll
coal tar. For three hund red years the Cope rnica
n
solar
syste m was
a hypothesis with a hundred, a thous and or
ten
to one in its favour, but still always a hypothesi thous and chances
rice, by means ot the data prov ided by this syste s. But when Leverm, not only deduced
the necc: sity of the existence of an unknown
plane
t, but also calculat ed the posit ion in the heavens whic h this
plan et must necessarily occupy, and when Galle reall y found
1
can system was proved. If, nevertheless,this plane t, the Copernithe Neo- Kant ians are
attem pting to resurrect the Kant ian conc eptio
n in Germ any and
the agnostics that of Hum~ in Engl and (where
in fact it never became
extin ct), this is, in view of their theor etica l
and
accomplished long ago, scientifically a regre pract ical refut ation
ssion and prac tically
merely a shamefaced way of surre ptitio usly
accepting mate rialism,
while denying it before the world.
But durin g this long perio d from Desc artes
to Hegel and from
Hobbes to Feuerbach, the philosophers were
by no means impe lled,
as they thou ght they were, solely by the force
tbe contr ary, what reall y push ed them forward of pure reaso n. On
fu l and ever more rapid ly onru shing progr most was the poweress
and indu stry. Among the mate rialis ts this was of natu ral science
but the ideal ist systems also filled themselve plain on the surface,
s
a mate rialis t conte nt and attem pted panth more and more with
eistic ally to reconcile
the antit hesis between mind and matt er.
Thus , ultim ately, the
Hege lian syste m ICprese.n.ts mere ly a mate
rialis m idealis.tiQUU
turned upsid e down in meth od and conte nt.
Tt is, therefore, comprehensible that Starc ke
tion of Feue r bach first af all inves tigat es the in his characterizaIa ncr's posit ion in
1 The
plane t referr ed to is Neptu ne, disco vered in
1!!46 by Johan n Galle,
an astron omer at the Berli n Obse rvato ry.-&
/.
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after Darwin. But bow could the lonely p~los~pher, living in r ur~ l
solitude, be able sufficiently to fo llow sct_enufic. devd<?pments tn
order to apprecia te at their full value dtscovcn es whtch n_atural
scientist s themselves at that time either still contested or dtd not
know how to make adequate usc of? The blame for this fa lls solely
upon the wretched condition s in Germany , in conscqi.lenc~ of whtch
cobweb-spinning eclectic fl ea-crackers had taken possessiOn of the
chairs of philosophy, while Fcuerbach, _who ~owcred a?ove them
all had to rusticate and grow sour in a ltttle vtllage. It ts thcr~~ore
no~ Feuerbac h's fault that the historica l concepti on of natur7, wh 1cb
bad now become possible and which removed all the one-stdedness
of French materialism, remained inaccessible to him.
Secondly Feucrbach is quite correct in asserting that exc_lusively natur'at-scieotific material ism is indeed "_the _foun~?u on
of the edifice of human knowledge, but not the cd1fice 1tself: For
we live not only in nature but also in human society, an_d tht~ also
no less than nature has its history of develop~ent and I t~ sctence.
It was therefore a question of bringing the sc1ence of ~Q);J.e.t;;.. that
is the sum total of the so-called historica l and phtl0soph1cal sctences,
in'ro harmony with the material ist foundati on, and, of reconstructing it thereupon. But it did not fall to Feuerbach s lot to do
this. In spite of the "foundat ion," ? e remained _here. bound by th~
tradition al idealist fetters, a fact wbtch he recogmzes tn these words.
" Backwards I agree with the material ists, but not forwards!_" But
it was Feuerbac h himself who did not go "forward s" here, 10 the
social domain, who did not get beyond hi~ standp~int of_ 1840 or
1844. And this was again chiefly due to this reclu_slO~ whtch co~
pelled him, who, of all phi losophers, was t~e mo~t mchned t~ soctal
intercourse, to produce thoughts out of hts sohtary hea? 1n~tead
of in amicable and hostile encounters with other ;"len of h_ts ca_hbr~ .
Later we shall sec in detail how much he rcmamed an 1deahst tn
this sphere.
It need only be added here that Starcke lo?ks ~or Fcuerb~ch ,s
idealism in the wrong place. "Fcuerbach is an tdeahs~; he believes
in the progress of mankind . " (P. 19.) " The fo~ndat_ton, the s~b
structure of the whole, remains nevertheless tdeahsn:. Reah~m
for us is nothing more than a p rotection against abcrrauo ns, '~htle
we follow our ideal trends. Are not compass ion, love and cnthus1asm
for truth and justice ideal forces?" (P. VIII .) .
.
In the first place, idea lism here means nothmg but the purs~ 1t
of ideal aims. But these necessarily have to do at the most Wt th
Kantian idealism and its '"categor ical imperati ve"; however, Kant
himself called his philosop hy '·transcen dental idealism "; by ~o
means lxcause he dealt therein also with ethical ideals, but for qutte
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o~er rea~ns,_ as ~tarc_kc .will remember. The superstit ion

tha t

pht_loso~b1cal tdealtsm ts ptvoted round a belief in e thical, that is,

~1al, tdea ls, arose outside philosop hy, among the German philis-

ttnes, who learned by heart from Sch iller's poems the few morsels of philosop hical culture they needed. No one has criticized
.~ore severely the impoten t "categor ical imperati ve" of Kantrmp?ten t because it demands the impossible, and therefore never
a~tams t~ any reality-~o one bas more cruelly derided the philistme. senttmen tal _enthusiasm for unrealiza ble ideals purveyed by
S~htller than prectscly the complete idealist H egel. (Sec, for example,
bts
Plumomcnology.)

"'0

,

In the ~cond place, we si m~ly cannot get away from the fact
tha~ evcrytht ng ~at sets me~ a~ung m~st find _its way through their
bratns-e ven. eaung and drmktn_g, wh1ch bcgtns as a conseque nce
of the sensatton of hunger or thtrst transmit ted through the brain
an_d ends as a result of the sensa tion of satisfact ion likewise trans~
mated through the brain. The influences of the external world
upo~ man express ~hemselves in his brain, are reflected therein as
f~eltngs, thoughts , Impulses, volition s-in short, as "ideal tenden~tes, " and in this form become "ideal powers." If, then, a man
ts to be _deemed an idealist because he follows "ideal tendenci es"
and admas that .. ideal powers" have an influence over him then
every pers.on who is at all normally develope d is a born idealist
and how, m that case, can there still be any materialists?
In the third place, the convictio n that humanit y, at leas t at the
present momen t, moves on the whole in a progressive direction has
~bsolutelr oo~hing to do with the antagonism between material Ism a?d tdealtsm . The French material ists no less than the deists
Voltatre and Rousseau held this con viction to an almost fanatical
deg~ec, and often enough made the greatel>t personal sacrifices
for H . If ever anybody dedicate d his whole life to the "enthusi asm
fo: truth and_ justice" -using this phrase in the good sense-it was
~tde~ot, for. tnstance. If, therefore , S tarcke declares all this to be
tdeahsm , th1s merely proves that the word materialism and the
whole_ antagoni sm between the two trends, has lost au' meaning
for htm here.
. The fact is that Starcke, although perhaps unconsciously, in
thts. m~kes an. unpardon able concession to the tradition al philistin e
preJ~dtce agamst ~he word mat~rialism resulting from its longcontmuc d dcf&matton by the pnests. By the word material ism
the phil isti ne understa nds gluttony , drunkenness, lust of the eye,
lust ?f the flesh, arrogance, cupidi ty, avarice, covetousness, profit?untt~g and s~ock-ex~hange ~indling-in short, all the filthy vices
10 whtch he htmself mdulges 10 private. By the word idealism
he
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nny need for a substitute, in Feuerbach 's sense, making itself
felt in the interval.
Feuerbach's idealism consists here in this: he does not simply
accept mutual relations based on reciprocal inclination between
human beings, such as sex love, friendship, compassion, self-sacrifice, etc., as what they arc in themselves-wi thout associating
them with any particular religion which to him, too, belongs to
the past; but instead he asserts that they will attain their full value
only when consecrated by the name of religion. The chief thing
for him is not that these purely human relations exist, but that
they shall be conceived of as the new, true religion. They are to
have full value only after they have been marked with a religious
stamp. Religion is derived from religareL and meant originally
a bond. Therefore, every bond between two people is a religion .
Such etymological tricks are the last resort of idealist philosophy.
Not what the word means according to the historical development
of its actual usc, but what it ought to mean according to its derivation is what counts. And so sex love and the intercourse between
the sexes is apotheosized to a religion, merely in order that the word
religion, which is so dear to idealistic memories, may not disappear
from the language. The Parisian reformers of the Louis Blanc trend
used to speak in p recisely the same way in the forties. They likewise
could conceive of a man without religion only as a monster, and
used to say: "Done, l'achcisme c'est votre religion!" 2 If Feuerbach
wishes to establish a true religion upon the basis of an essentially
materialist conception of nature, that is the same as regarding
modern chemistry as true alchemy. If religion can exist without
its god, alchemy can exist without its philosopher's stone. By the
way, there exists a very close connection between alchemy and
religion. The philosopher's stone has many godlike properties and
the Egyptian-Gree k alchemists of the fi rst two centuries of our
era had a hand in the development of Christian doctrines, as the
data given by Kopp and Berthelot have p roved.
Feuerbach 's assertion that "the periods of humanity are distinguished only by religious changes" is decidedly false. Great historical turning points have been accompanied by religious changes
only so far as the three world religions which have existed up to
the present-Buddh ism, Christianity and Islam-arc concerned.
The old tribal nnd national religions, which arose spontaneously,
did not proselytize and lost all their power of resistance as soon as
the independence of the tribe or people was lost. For the Germans
1
Rtligare: To bind .-Ed.
' "Well, then athe1sm 1s your

reli~tion ! " -Ed .
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it was sufficient to have simple contact with the decaying Roman
world empire and with its newly adopted C:hristia~ world r~li.gion
which fi t ted its economic, political and Jdeologtcal condm ons.
Only with these world religions, arisen more or less artificially,
particularly Christianity an? Islam, .d? we ~nd ~at ~e mo~e general
historical movements acqu1re a rehg10us rmpnnt. Even 10 regard
to Christianity the religious stamp in revolutions of really un iversal significance is restricted to the first stages of the bourgeoisie' s
s t ruggle for emancipati on-from the thirteenth to the seve.nteenth
century-an d is to be accounted for, not as Feuerbach th ~nks by
the hearts of men and their religious needs, but by the enure pre• vious history of the Middle Ages, which knew no other form of
ideology than precisely religion and theology. But when th~ bo~r
geoisie of the eighteenth c~ntury was ~trength:ned enough ltkewtse
to possess an ideology of tts own, sut.ted to as ~wn class standpoint, it made its great. a~d. conclusJv~. rev?lut10n, the Fren~h,
appealing exclusively to JUnsttc and polltlc~ l 1.deas, and t~oubhng
itsel f with religion only in so far as it stood 1n Its way. But 1t never
occurred to it to put a new religion in place of the old. Everyone
knows how Robespierre failed in his attempt. 1
T he possibility of purely human sentiments in .our in terco~
with other human beings has nowadays been sufficiently curtalled
by the society in which we must live, which is based UJ?O~ cl~
antagonism and class rule. We have no ~e~son to cu~ta.l l n st1U
more by exalting these sentiments to a rehgton. And srmtlarly tbe
unders tanding of the great histor ical cl~ss ~truggles has .already
been sufficiently obscured by current his tonography, parucularly
in Germany, so that there is also no need for ~s to mak~ such an
unders tanding totally impossible by transform1ng the history of
these struggles into a mere appendix of ecclesiastica l history. Already
here it becomes evident how far today we have moved beyond Feuerbach. H is "finest passages" in glorification of his new religion of
love are totally unreadable today.
.
.
.
,
The only religion which Feuerbach exam1nes senously ts ~
tianit y, the world religion of the Occident, based up~n monotJ:telsm.
H e proves that the Christian god is only a fantasuc reflec uon, a
mirror image, of man. Now, this god is, however, himself the produc t of a tedious process of abstraction, the concentrated qumte.sence of the numerous earlier tribal and national gods. And man,
whose image this god is, is therefore also not a real mao, but
li kewise the quintessence of the numerous real men, man
' The reference is to Robespierre 's auempt
the •highest being. "-Ed.
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in the abstract, thcr~fore himself again a mental image. Feuerbach, who on every page preaches sensuousness absorption in the
concrete, in actuality, becomes thoroughly abs~rnct as soon as he
begins to talk of any other than mere sex relations between human beings.
•
Of these relations only one aspect appeals to him: morality.
And here we are again struck by Feuer bach's astonishing poverty
when compared with Hegel. The latter's ethics, or doctrine of moral
conduct, is the philosophy of right and embraces: 1) abstract right;
2) .morality; 3) ~ocinl. e~hics ~Siu/ichkm], under which again arc compnsed: the fam1ly, c1vtl socJety and the state. Here the content is as
realistic as the for~ i.s id~alistic..Besides mor~li ty the whole sphere of
law, economy, pohtJcs 1s here tncluded. Wtth Feuerbach it is just
the reverse. I n form he is realistic since he takes his start from man·
but there is absolutely no mention of the world in which this rna~
lives; hence, this man remains always the same abstract man who
occupied the field in the philosophy of religion. For this man is
not born of ~v~man;. ~e issues, as from a chrysalis, from the god of
the monothe1st1c rehg10ns. He therefore docs not l ive in a real world
historically come into being and historically determined. True
he has intercourse with other men; however, each one of them is jus~
as much an abstraction as he himself. In his philosophy of religion we still had men and women, but in his ethics even this last
distinction disappears. Feuerbach, to be sure, at long intervals
makes such statemenrs as: "Man thinks differently in a palace and
in a hut." "If because of hunger, of misery, you have no s tuff in
your body, you likewise have no stuff for morality in your head,
in your mind or heart." "Politics must become our religion," etc.
But Feuerbach is absolutely incapable of achieving anything with
these maxims. They remain mere phrases, and even Starcke has to
admit that for Feuerbach politics constituted an impassable
frontier and the "science of society, sociology, was terra incognita
to him."
He appears just as shallow, in comparison with Hegel, in his
treannent of the antithesis of good and evil. "One believes one is
saying something great," Hegel remarks, "if one says that 'man
is naturally good.' But one forgets that one sayc; something far
~eater when one says 'mao is naturally evi l. '" \Vi th Hegel evil
1s the form in which the motive force of historical developmen t
presents itself. This contains the twofold meaning that, on the one
ha~d, each new advance necessarily appears as a sacrilege against
things hallowed, as a rebellion against conditions, though old and
?t~ribun~, yet sanctified by custom; and that , on the other hand,
1t IS prectsely the wicked passions of man-greed and lust for power -
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ture- in so far as we ignore man's reaction upon nature there are
only blind unconscious agencies acting upon one another, out of
whose intdrpla y the general law comes into operatio n. Noth~ng of
all that happen s-wheth er in the innume.rable apparen t a~c1den ts
observable upon the surface, or in the ultlOl~te results whtch confirm the regular ity inheren t in these aectden ts-happ ens as a
consciously desired aim. In the history of society, on the ~ontr~y,
the actor:. are all endowed with consciousness, are men acung wa h
delibera tion or passion, working towards definite ~oals; noth ~g
happens without a con!.Cious purpose, with~ut ~n ~ tend~d s.tm.
But this distinct ion, importa nt as it is~ for htstonc al tnvesttg au on,
1
particu larly of single epochs and events, cannot alter the fact that
the course of history is governed by inne~ general ~aws. .For here,
also, on the whole, in spite of the consc10usly des1red a1ms of .all
individu als acciden t apparen tly reigns on the surface. That wh1ch
is willed h~ppens but rarely; in the majorit y of instances the numerous desired ends cross and conflict with one another, or these c:nds
themselves are from the outset incapab le of realizat ion or the means of
attainin g them are insufficient. Thus .the cooflic~ of in?ume rable
individu al wills and individ ual actions m the domam of history produce a state of affairs entirely analogous to that prevaili ng in the realm
of unconscious nature. The ends of the actions are intended, but the
results which actually follow from these action~ arc not intendc ~ ;
or when they do seem to correspond to the end m~ended, they. ultimately have consequences quite other than tho~e ~~tended. Ilistorical events thus appear on the whole to be hkcw1se governed by
chance. But where on the surface acciden t holds sway, there actually
it is always governed by inner, hidden laws and it is only a matter
of discovering these laws.
.
.
Men make their own history, whateve r tts outcome may be, 1.n
that each person follows his own consciously desir~d e_nd, .and 1t
is precisel y the resultan t of these many wills operatm g m dttferen t
directions and of their manifol d effects upon the outer world that
constitu tes history. Thus it is also a question of ~vhat the ~ a ny
individu als desire. The will is determined by passton or deliberation. But the levers which immedi ately determi ne passion or deliberation are of very different kinds. Partly they may be externa l objectS, partly ideal motives, ambitio n, "e?~u~iasm for. truth and
justice," personal hatred or even purely tndivtdu al wh1ms of ~~
kinds. But, on the one hand, we have seen that the many mdividua l wills active in history for the most part produce results
quite other than those intende d-often quite the opposite.; ~at
their motives, therefore, in relation to the total result are like":1se
of only c;cconda ry importance. On the other hand, the further que•a10n
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arises: \X-bat driving forces in turn stand behind these motives?
What are the historical causes which transform themsel ves into
these motives in the brains of the actors?
The old materia lism never put thjs question to itself. Its conception of history, in so far as it has one at all, is therefore essentia lly
pragma tic; it judges everyth ing according to the motives of the action; it divides men who act in history into noble and ignoble
and then finds tha t as a rule the noble arc defrauded and the ignoble are victorious. Hence, i t fo llows for the old material ism that
oothjng very edifying is to be got from the study of h istory, and for
us that in the realm of history the old materia lism becomes untrue
to itself because it takes the ideal driving forces which operate there
as ultimat e causes, instead of investig ating what is behind them,
what arc the dri ving forces of these driving forces. The inconsistency
does not lie in the fact that ideal driving forces are recognized, bu t
in the investig ation not being carried further back behind these
into their motive causes. On the other hand, the philosop hy of history, particu larly as represented by Hegel, recognizes that the ostensible and also the really operating motives of men who act in
history are by no means the ultimat e causes of historic al events;
that berund these motives are other motive powers, which have to
be discovered. But it does not seck these powers in history itself, it
imports them rather from outside, from philosophical ideology, in to
history. Hegel, for example, instead of explain ing the history of
ancient Greece out if its own inner interconnections, simply maintains that it is nothing more than the working out of"form s of beautiful individ uality," the realization of a "work of art" as such.
He says much in this connect ion about the old Greeks that is fine
and profound, but that does not prevent us today from refusing to
be put off with such an explana tion, which is a mere manner of
speech.
When, therefore, it is a question of investig ating the driving
powers which- conscio usly or unconsciously, and indeed very
often unconsciously- lie behind the motives of men who act in
history and which constitu te the real ultimat e driving forces of
history, then it is not a question so much of the motives of single
individu als, however eminen t, as of those motives which set in
motion great masses, whole peoples, and again whole classes of the
people in each people; and thjs, too, not momen tarily, for the transient flaring up of a straw-fi re wh ich quickly dies down, but fo r
a lasting action resultin g in a great historic al transfor mation. To
ascertai n the driving causes which here in the minds of acting masses
and their leaders- the so-called great men -are reflected as conscious motives, clearly or unclear ly, directly or in ideological, even
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with the facts t:onceived in their own and not in a fantastic interconnection. And materialism means nothing more than this. But
here the materialistic world outlook was taken really serious ly
for the first time and was carried through consistently-at
least in its basic features-in all domains of knowledge concerned.
Hegel was not simply put aside. On the contrary, one st~ rte d
out from his revolutionary side, described above, from the dialectical method. But in its Hegelian form this method was unusable.
According to Hegel, dialectics is the self-development of the concept. The absolute concept does not only exist-unknown where-.
from eternity, it is also the actual living soul of the_w~ole existing
world. It develops i nto itself through all the prelunmary stages
which arc treated at length in the Logic and which arc all included
in it. Then it ''alienates" itself by changing into nature, where,
without consciousness of itself, disguised as the necessity of nature,
it goes through a new development and fi'1ally comes again to. selfconsciousness in man. This self-consciousness then elaborates Itself
again in history from the crude form until finally the absolute concept again comes to itself completely in the Hegelian philosophy.
According to Hegel, therefore, the dialectical development apparent
in nature and history, that is, the causal interconnection of the
progressive movement from the lower to the higher, which as;;crts
itself through all zigzag movements and temporary retrogressions,
is only a miserable copy of the self-movement of the concept going
on from eternity, no one knows where, but at all events independently
of any thinking human brain. This ideological perversion had to
be done away with. We comprehended the concepts in our h~ads
once more materialistically-as images [Abbilder] of real th1ngs
instead of regarding the real things as images of this or that stage
of the absolute concept. Thus_Qialectics reduced itself to the science
of the 1;eneral Jaws of motion, both of the external world and .of
human iliought two sets of laws which are identical in substance,
but differ in their expression in so far as the human mind can apply
them consciously, while in nature and also up to now for the most
part in human history, these laws assen themselves unconsciously,
in the form of external necessity, in the midst of an endless series
of seeming accidents. Thereby the dialectic of concepts itself became merely the conscious reflex of the dialectical motion of t~e
real world and thus the dialectic of Hegel was placed upon 1ts
head; or rather, turned off its head, on which it was standing, and
placed upon its feet. And this materialist dialectic, which for
years has been our best working tool and our sharpest weapon, was,
remarkably enough, discovered not only by us but also, independ-
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ently of us and even of Hegel, by a German worker, Joseph Dietzgen.1
In this way, _however, the revolutionary side of Hegelian philosophy was agam taken up and at the same rime freed from the
idealis_t trimmings which with Hegel had prevented its consistent
• execuuon. Jbe great basic thought that the world is not to be comprehended_ as a _complex o_f ready-made things, but as a complex of
processes, 10 whtch the thmgs apparently stable no less than their
mind images i~ ou~ heads,. the concepts! go through an uninterrupted
cba.o.ge of ~tog ~to bet?g and passmg away, in which, in spite
of all sec~mng acc1dentalay and. of all temporary retrogression,
a progressive development asserts J.tsclf in the end- this great fundamental thought has,_ especially ~ince the time of H egel, so thor?u~hly permeated ordtnary consctousness that in this generality
1t ts now scarcely ~ver contradicted. But to acknowledge this fundamental ~houg~t tn ~or~s and to apply it in reality in detail to
~ach ~om~tn of tnvesugatton are two different things. If, however,
mvesugauon. always proceeds from this standpoint, the demand
for fi~al soluuons and eternal ~ths _ceases once for all; one is aJways
conscious of the. n~cessar~ !1m1tat1on of ~ll acquired knowledge,
of the fact that It ts condtttoned by the Circumstances in which it
was a~quired. On the other hand, one no longer permits oneself
to be Imposed upon by the antitheses, insuperable for the still com~oo old metaphysics, between true and false, good and bad, idenuc~l and different, necessary and accidental. One knows that these
anutheses have only a r~lative validity; that that which is recognized
now as uue has also tts latent false side which wi ll la ter manifest itself, just as that which is now regarded as false has also its
uue side by virtue of which it could previously be regarded as true.
One knows ~at what is maintained to be necessary is composed
of sheer acctdents and that the so-called accidental is the form behind which necessity hides itself-and so on.
The old method of investigation and thought which Hegel
calls "metaphysical," which preferred to investigate things as given,
as fixed an~ stable, a method the relics of which still strongly haunt
people's mmds, had a great deal of historical justification in its
day. It ~vas necessary first to examine things before it was possible
to examme processes. One had first to know what a particular thing
was before one could observe the changes it was undergoing. And
such was the case with natural science. The old metaphysics, which
.' See Das UVeu11 der memcll/iclzen Kopjarbeit, dargurel/t von ei11em Hand-

arb~tter [The Natllre of Human Brainwork, Describtd by a Manual Worker]

Hamburg, Meissner. [Note by Encels.]
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accepted things as finished o~j~ts, a:ose from _a narur~l science
which i nvestigated dead and h vtng tbmgs as fimsh~d obJeCts. But
when this investigation had progressed so far: ~hat 1t became po~to the systematic
"ble to take the decisive step forward of transltlon
.
·
d
·
St
investigation of the changes which these thtng~ un ergo ~ nature aself, then the last hour of the old ~ctaphystcs ~truck 1n the realm
of philosophy also. And in fact, whtlc natural ~ctenc_c up to th~ end
of the last century was predominantly a co!lectmg sc tc~cc! a s:tcnce
of finished things, in our century it is essenually a c/assifym.f{ sctcnce,
a science of the proces&~s, of the origin and development of these
things and of the interconnection whic~ binds a_ll th~se n~tura l
processes into one great whole. Pbys10_logy, whtc_h tnvesugates
the processes occurring in plant and ammal _org_a~tsms; embr_yology, which deals with the developm~nt _of m~vtdual orgamsms
from germ to maturity; geology, whtcb mvesugates th? gradual
formation of the earth's surface all these are the offspnng of our
.
.
century.
Bur, above all, there arc three great discovcnes wh1ch have
enabled our knowledge of the interconnection of natural processes
to advance by leaps and bounds: first, the ~scove~y _of the cell as
the unit from whose multiplication and differenuauon the whole
plant and animal body develop~, so that no_r only is the dcvclopm~nt
and growth of all higher orgams~ recogm~d to proceed accord10g
to a single general law, bur also, tn the c::apacny of the cell ~o chan~e,
the way is pointed out by which orgamsms can change the1r spectes
and thus go through a more than individual development. Second,
the transformation of energy , which has demonstrated _ro _us th~t
all the so-called forces operative in the first instance 10 10org a~ tc
nature - mechanical force and its complement, so-called potenttal
energy, heat, radiation (light, or. radiant heat), elcctri~ity, ~agne t
ism and chemical energy -arc dtfferen t form~ of ma_m festanon_ of
universal motion, which pass into one another m defi~ tte p~oporuons
so that in place of a certain quantity of the one whtch dtsappears,
a certain quantity of another makes its appearance and thus the
whole motion of nature is reduced to this incessant process of tra?Sform ation from one form into another. Finally, the proof whtc_h
Darwin first developed in connec ted form that _the stock. of o:gamc
products of nature environing us today, includmg ~~nk1nd, ts. the
result of a long process of evolution from a few ongmally umcellular germs, and that these again have arisen_ from protoplasm or
albumen which came into existence by cherrucal means.
Tha~ks to these three great d iscoveries an~ the other i~cnse advances in natural science, we have now arnved at the po10t wh~e
we can demonstrate the interconnection between the processes 1n

nature not only in particular spheres but al<;o the interconnection
of these particular ">phen.:s on the whole, and so can pre<..mt 10 an
opproxur.atel) systematic form a comprehensive \'icw of the Jnterconnection in nature by means of the facts provided by empirical
natural science itself. To furnish this comprehensive view was
formerly the task of so-called natural philosophy. It could do this
only~by putting in place of the rea l but as yet unknown interconnections ideal, fancied ones, filling in the missing facts by figments
of the mind and bridging the actual gaps merely in imagination.
In the course of this procedure it conceived many brilliant ideas and
foreshadowed many later discov<.rics, but it also produced a considerable amount of nonsen..,c, which indeed could not have been
oth~o:rwisc. Today, when one needs to comprehend the re:;ults of natural S(.;i~o:nti fic investigation only dtalcctically, that is, in the sense
of their own interconnection, in order to arrive at a "system of natUn:" suJficicnt for our time; when the dialectical charac ter of this
interconnection is forcing itself against their will cvtn into the
metaphysically-trained mind., of thl! natural scientists, today natural philosophy is finally disposed of. .Every attempt at resurr~o:cting
it would be not only superfluous but a seep backwards.
But what is true of nature, which is hereby recognized alsQ as
a historical process of de,·elopmcnt, is likewise true of the history
of society in all irs branches and of the totality of all sciences which
occupy themselves with things human (and divine) . Here, too, the
philosophy of history, of right, of religion, etc., has consisted in the
substitution of an interconnection fabricated in the mind of the
philosopher for the real interconnection to be dcmonc;trated in
the even t'>; has consisted in the comprehension of history ac; a whole
as well as in its separa te parts, ac; the gradual realization of ideasand naturally alwayo; only the pet ideas of the philosopher himself.
According to this, history worked unconsciously but of neceso;ity
toward<> a certain ideal goal c;et in advance-as, for example, in
Hegel, towards the realization of h is absolute idea and the unalterable trend towards this absolute idea formed the inner interconnection in the events of hi•.tory. A new mysteriouo:; providenceuncon<;eious or gradually coming into consciousness was thus
put in the place of the real. sti ll unknown interconnection. Here,
therefore, just as in the realm of nature, it \Vas necessary to do away
with these fabricated, artificia l interconnec tions by the discovery
of the real ones-a task which ultimately amounts to the discovery
of the gencJal laws of motion which assert themselves as the ruling
ones in the history of human society.
In one point, however, the history of the development of society prO\'es to be essentially different from that of nature. In na:!.
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tion by the bourgeoisie-in the first place the division of labour and
the combination of many detail labourers [ Teilarbeitcr] in one general manufactory- and the conditions and requirements of exchange,
developed through these productive forces, became incompatible
with the existing order of production handed down by history and
sanctified by law, that is to say, incompatible with the privileges
of the guild and the numerous other personal and local privileges
(which were only so many fetters to the unprivileged estates) of
the feudal order of society. The productive forces represented by
the bourgeoisie rebelled against the order of production represented
by the feudal landlords and the guildmasters. The resul t is known:
the feudal fetters were smashed, gradually in England, at one blow
in France. In Germany the process is not yet finished. But just as,
at a definite stage of its development, manufacture came into conflict with the feudal order of production, so now large-scale industry
has already come into conflict with the bourgeois order of production
established in its place. Tied down by th s order, by the narrow
limits of the capitalist mode of production, this industry produces,
on the one hand, an ever-increasing proletarianizat ion of the great
mass of the people, and on the other hand, an ever greater mass
of unsaleable products. Overproductio n and mass misery, each
the cause of the other-that is the absurd contradiction which
is its outcome, and which of necessity calls for the liberation of
the productive forces by means of a change in the mode of production.
/
In modern history at least it is, therefore, proved that all political struggles are class struggles, and all class struggles for emancipation, despite their necessarily political form-for every class
struggle is a political struggle-turn ultimately on the question of
economic emancipation. Therefore, here at least, the state-the
political order-is the subordinate, and civil society-the realm
of economic relations-the decisive element. The traditional conception, to which Hegel, too, pays homage, saw in the state the
determining clement, and in civil society the element determined
by it. Appearances correspond to this. As all the driving forces of )
the actions of any individual person must pass through his br<sin,
and transform themselves into motives of his will in order to set
him into action, so also all the needs of civil society-no matter
whichclass happens tobethe rulingone- must pass through the wi ll
of the state in order to secure general validity in the form of laws.
That is the formal aspect of the matter- the one which is selfevident. The question arises, however, what is the content of
this merely formal will-of the individual as well as of the stateand whence is this content derived? Why is just this willed and not
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something else? If we enquire into this we discover that in modern
h istory the will of the state is, on the whole, determined by the changing needs of ci vii society, by the supremacy of this or that class,
in the last resort, by the developmen t of the productive forces and
relations of exchange.
But if even in our modern era, with its gigantic means of p roduction and communicat ion, the state is not an independent domain
with an independent developmen t, but one whose existence as well
as developmen t is to be explained in the last resort by the economic
conditions of life of society, then this must be still more true of all
earlier times when the production of the material life of man was not
yet carried on with these abundant auxiliary means, and when,
therefore, the necessity of such production must have exercised a
still greater mastery over men. If the state even today, in the era of
big industry and of railways, is on the whole only a reflex, in concentrated form, of the economic needs of the class controlling production, then this must have been much more so in an epoch when
each generation of men was forced to spend a far greater part of its
aggregate lifetime in satisfying material needs, and was therefore
much more dependent on them than we are today. An examination
of the history of earlier periods, as soon as it is seriously undertaken
from this angle, most abundantly confirms this. But, of course, this
cannot be gone into here.
If the state and public law are determined by economic relations, so, too, of course is private law, which indeed in essence only
sanctions the existing economic relations between individuals which
arc normal in the given circumstanc es. The form in which this
happens can, however, vary considerably. It is possible, as happened
in England, in harmony with the whole national developmen t,
to retain in the main the forms of the old feudal Jaws while giving
them a bourgeois content; in fact, directly reading a bourgeois meaning into the feudal name. But, also, as happened in western cont inental Europe, Roman Law, the first world law of a commodityproducing socie ty, with its unsurpassably fine elaboration ofall
the essential legal relations of simp le commodity owners (of buyers
and sellers, debtors and creditors, contracts, obligations, etc.) can
be taken as the foundation. In which case, for the benefit of a still
petty-bourg eois and semi-feudal society, it can either be reduced
to the level of such a society simply through judicial practice (common law) or, with the help of allegedly enlightened , moralizing
jurists it can be worked into a special code of law to correspond with
such social level-a code which in these circumstanc es will be a bad
one also from the legal standpoint (for instance, Prussian Landrechl).
I n which case, however, after a great bourgeois revolution, it ia
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there is no concern for careers, for profit-makin g, or for gracious
patronage from above. On the contrary, the more ruthlessly and
disintereste dly science proceeds the more it finds itself in harmony
with the interests and aspirations of the workers. The new tendency,
which recognized that the key to the understandi ng of the whole
history of society lies in the history of the developmen t of labour,
from the outse t addressed itself by preference to the working class
and here found the response which it neither sought nor expected
from officially recognized science. The German working-class
movement is the inheritor of German classical philosophy.
Written by Engels in 1886
Published in the journa l Neue
Zeit fo r 1886, and as a separate
publication in Stuttgart, in 1888

Printed according to the text o f
the 1888 edition
Translated from the German
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educ atin g. Hence, this doct rine necessari
ly
into two part s, of whic h one is supe rior arriv es at divi ding socie ty
to socie ty (in Rob ert Owen,
for exam ple) .
The coincidence of the chan ging of circu
acti vity can be conceived and ratio nall msta nces and of hum an
y und erstood only as revolut ioni zing practice.

T HESES ON FEU ERB ACH

VII
Fcuerbach, consequently , does not see
that the " religious sent imen t" is itsel f a social product, and
that the abst ract indi vidu al
whom he analyzes belongs in real ity to
a part icul ar form of socie ty.

IV
Feue rbac h star ts out from the tact of
the dupl icati on of the worl d into a relig relig ious self-aliena tion ,
a real one. His work cons ists in the diss ious, imag inar y wor ld and
olut ion of the religious worl d
i nto its secular basi s. He overlooks the
fact that after com pleti ng
th is work, the chie f thin g still rem ains
to be done. For the fac t
that the secu lar foun datio n deta ches
itsel f from itsel f and esta blishes itsel f in the clouds as an inde pend
ent real m is real ly only to
be expl aine d by the self-cleavage and
self- cont radi ctor ines s of this
secu lar basi s. The latte r mus t itself,
there
in its cont radi ctio n and then, by the remo fore, first be unde rstood
val of the cont radi ction,
revo lutio nize d in prac tice. Thu s, for
instance , once the eart hly
fam ily is discovered to be the secre t of
the
mus t then itsel f be criti cize d in theo ry and holy family, the forme r
re volu tioni7~d in prac tice.

v
/

Feue rbac h, not sa tisfied with abstract
suous contemplation; but he does not thin king , appe als to senconceive sens uous ness as
practical , hum an-sensu ous activ ity.

Vl
Feue rbac h reso lves the reUgious essence
into the hum an esse nce.
But the hum an essence is no abst ract
ion inhe rent in each single
i ndiv idua l. I n its reali ty it is the ense
mble of the social relat ions .
Feue rbac h, who does not ente r upon
a criti cism of this real
essence, is conseque ntly com pelle d:
I. To abst ract from the hist oric
al process and to fix the reHgious sent imen t [Gemut] as som ethin g
by itsel f and to presuppose
an abst rac t-is olat ed-h uma n indi vidu
al.
2. The hum an essence, there
fore, can with him be com preh ende d
only as "gen us," as an inte rnal, dum
b gene ralit y which merely
natu rally unites the man y indi vidu
a ls.

VIII
Soci al life is esse ntia lly prac tical . All
mys teries whic h mislead
theo ry to mys ticis m find thei r ratio nal
solu tion in hum an prac tice
and in the com prehension of this prac
tice.
IX
The high est poin t atta ined by com emp
is, mate riali sm which docs not understan lativ e material ism, that
activ ity, is the cont emp latio n of sing d sens uousness as p ract ical
le indi vidu als in '·civ il societ y."
X

The stan dpo int of the old material ism
is "civ il" soci ety; the
stan dpoi nt of the new is hum an socie
ty, or socialized hum ani ty.
XI
The phil osop hers ha\'e only im.erprcte
d the worl d, in vari ous
ways; the poin t, however, is to change
it.
Writ ten by Marx in the sprin g
of 1845
Orig inall y publ ished by Enge ls
1n 1888 in the Appe ndix to the
sepa rate editi on of his Ludu •ig
Ftuer bach

Print ed acco rding to the t ext of
the sepa rate 1888 editi on and
chee ked with the ms. of Karl Ma rx
Tran slate d from the Germ an
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geoisie and has sympathy for the sufferings of the people. He is at
once both bourgeois and man of the people. Deep down in his heart
he flatters himself that he is impartial and has found the right equilibrium, which claims to be something di tferent from the golden mean.
A petty bourgeois of this type glorifies contradiction because contradiction is the quintessen ce of his being. He is himself nothing but
social contradict ion in action. He must justify in theory what he
is in practice, and M. Proudhon has the merit of being the scientific
interprete r of the French petty bourgeois ie-a genuine merit, because the petty bourgeoisi e will form an integral part of all the
impending social revolution s.
I wish I could have sent you m y book on political economy
with this letter, but it has so far been impossible for me to get this
work printed, as well as the criticism of the German philosophe rs
and Socialists of which I spoke to you in Brussels. You would never
believe the difficult ies which a publicatio n of this kind comes up
against in Germany, from the police on the one hand, and from the
bookseller s, who arc themselve s the interested representa tives of
all the tendencies I am attacking, on the other. And as for our Party,
it is not merely that it is poor, but a large section of the German
Communi st Party is angry with me for opposing their utopias and
declamati ons ....
Written in French

MARX TO J. WEYDEMEYER
London, March

s,

1852

... And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering
the existence of classes in modern society, nor yet the struggle between them. Long before me bourgeois historians had described
the historical developm ent of this struggle of the classes and bourgeois economist s the economic anatomy of the classes. What I did
that was new was to prove: 1) that the existence of classes is on ly
bound up with particular historical phases in the devc/opmem of production; 2) that the class struggle necessarily leads to the dictators/tip
of the proletariat; 3) that this dictatorsh ip itself only constit utes the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classless
society. ...
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ENGELS TO J. BLOCH
London, September :u-22, 1890

. . . According to the materialist conception of history, the {/
ulcimacely determining element in history is the production and
reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have ever
ac;serted. Hence if somebody twists this into saying that the economic
clement is rhe 011ly determining one, he transforms that proposition
into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase. The economic situation
is the basis, but the various elements of the superstructu re: political forms of the class struggle and its resul ts, to wit: constitutions established by the victorious class after a successful battle,
etc., juridical forms, and then even the reflexes of all these actual
struggles in the brains of the participants , poli tical, juristic, philosophical theories, religious views and their further developmen t
into systems of dogmas, also exercise their influence upon the course
of the historical struggles and in many cases preponderat e in determining their form. There is an interaction of all these elements
in which, amid all the endless host of accidents (that is, of things
and events, whose inner connection is so remote or so impossible of
proof that we can regard it as nonexistent, as negligible) the economic
movement finally asserts itself as necessary. Otherwise the application of the theory to any period of history one chose would be
easier than the solution of a simple equation of the first degree.
\Ve make our history ourselves, but, in the first place, under
very definite assumptions and conditions. Among these the economic ones arc ultimately decisive. But the political ones, etc., and
indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds also play a
part, although not the decisive one. The Prussian state also arose
and developed from historical, ultimately economic causes. But it
could scarcely be maintained without pedantry that among the
many small states of North Germany, Brandenbur g was specifically
determined by economic necessity to become the great power embodying the economic, linguistic and, after the Reformation , also
the religious di ~erence between North and South, and not by other
elements as well (above all by its entanglemen t with Poland, owing
to the possession of Prussia, and hence with internationa l politica l
relations-w hich were indeed also decisive in the formation of the
Austrian dynastic power) . Without making one!>elf ridiculous it
would be a difficult thing to explain in terms of economics the existence of every small state in Germany, past and present, or the origin
of the High German consonant permutation s, which the geographica l
wall of partition formed by the mountains from the Sudetic range
to the Taunus widened to form a regular fissu re across all Germany.
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I n the second place, however, histo ry is
that the final resul t always arises from conf mad e in such a way
licts between man y individu al wills, of which each again has been
mad e wha t it is by a ho::.t
of parti cula r cond ition s of life. Thu s there
are
ing forces, an infinite series of para llelo gram innumerable intersectrise to one resu ltan t-the histo rical even s of forces which give
t. This may agai n itsel f
be viewed as the prod uct of a powe r whic
h works as a whole, tmconsciously and with out volit ion. For wha
t each indiv idua l wills is
obst ructe d by ever yone else, and wha t emer
ges is something that
no one willed. Thu s past histo ry proceeds
in the man ner of a natu ral
process and is esse ntial ly subj ect to the
same laws of motion. But
from the fact that indiv idua l wills -of whic
h each desires wha t he is
impe lled to by his phys ical cons titut ion
and exte rnal, in the last
reso rt economic, circumstances (eith er
his own personal circu mstances or those of society in gene ral)- do
not attai n what they want ,
but arc merged into a colle ctive mean , a
common resul tant, it must
not be conc lude d that their value is equa
l to zero. Oo the cont rary ,
each cont ribut es to the resu ltant and is to
this degree involved in it.
I would furth ermo re ask you to sLudy this
theo ry from its origina l
sources and not at secondhand; it is reall y
muc h easier. Mar x hardly
wrote anyt hing in whic h i t did not play
a part . But especially The
Eighteenth Brumairc of Loui s Bonapartc1
is
amp le of its appl icati on. Ther e are also man a mos t excellent exThe n may I also direc t you to my writi ngs: y allusions in Capi tal.
Herr Eugcn Diihring' s
Revolution in Science and Ludwig Feuerbacl
z and the End of Classical
German Philosophy,' in whic h I have give
n the most deta iled accoun t of histo rical mate riali sm which,
as fa r as I know, exists.
Mar x and I are ourselves part ly to blam
e for the fact that the
younger people sometimes lay more stres s
on the economic side than
is due to it. We had to emphasize the
main princ iple vis-a--vis
our adversaries, who deni ed it, and we
had not always the time ,
the p lace or the oppo rtun ity to allow the
othe r elem ents involved
in the inter actio n to come into their right
s. But when it was a case
of prese nting a secti on of histo ry, tha t is,
of
i t was a diffe rent matt er and there no erro a prac tical appl icati on,
r
nate ly, however, it happens only too often v.as possible. Unfo rtuthat people think they
have fully unde rstoo d a new theo ry and
can appl y it with out more
ado from the mom ent they have mast ered
its main princ iples , and
even those not always correctly. And I cann
more recent "Ma rxist s" from this reproach, ot exem pt man y of the
rubb ish has been prod uced in this quar ter, for the most amaz ing
too.
1

See K. Marx and F. Enge ls, Stltc ttd. Work
s, Two- Vol. ed., \'ol. l ,
s See pp. JZ4-64 of this volu me.- Ed.
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most part indirect!}, for it is the political, legal and moral reflexes
which exercise the greatest direct influence upon philosophy.
About religion I have said what was most necessary in the last
section on Feuerbach.
If therefore Barth supposes that we deny any and every reaction
of the political, etc., reflexes of the economic movement upon the
movement itself, he is simply tilting at windmills. He has only got
to look at Marx's Eighteenth Brumaire, which deals almost exclusively with the particular part p layed by political struggles and
events; of course, wi thin their general dependence upon economic
conditions. Or Capital, the section on the working day, for instance,
where legislation, which is surely a political acr, has &uch a trenchant
effect. Or the section on the history of the bourgeoisie. (Chapter
XXIV.) Or why do we fight for the political dictatorship of the
proletariat if political power is economically impotent? Force ( that
is, state power) is also an economic power!
But I have no time to criticize the book now. I must first get
volume liP out and besides I think that Bernstein, for instance,
could deal with it quite effectively.
What these gentlemen a ll lack is dialectics. They always see
only here cause, there c fee t. That this is a hollow abstraction, that such metaphysical polar opposites exist in the real
world only during crises, while the whole vast process gocs.on i n
the form of interaction-though of very unequal forces, the econom ic
movement being by far the strongest, most primeval, most decisive- that here everything is relative and nothing absolute- this
they never begin to sec. Hegel has never existed for them.

ENGELS TO F. MEHRING
London, July 14, 1893

Today is my first opportunity to thank you for the Lessing
Lcger~d you were kind enough to send me. I did not want to reply
with a bare formal acknowledgement of receipt of the book but
intended at the same rime to tell you something about it, about
its contents. Hence the delay.
I shall begin at the end the appendix on historical materialism,2 in which you have lined up the main things excellently and
1

Volume III of Marx 's Capital is meant.-Ed.
Mehring's article "TJber den hi stori~chen Matcriahsmus" ["On Historical
Materialism") was printed in 1893 as an appendix to his book Die Lessing
ugende [The Lessing ugcnd].-Ed.
1
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for any unprejudiced person convi ncing!}~· If I find anything t.o
object to it is that )'OU giye me ~ore credt~ than I deserve, even 1f
I coun t in everythmg whtch I mtght posstbly h ave found out ~or
myself in time-bur which Marx with hi~ more rapid coup d'rer/ 1
and wider vision discovered much more qutckly. When one has the
good fortune to work for fo~tr years wi~ a man like Marx, o~e d<><7s
not usually get the recognmon one ~h tnks one deserv~s dunng hts
lifetime. Then, if the greater man dtes, the lesser castly gets ov~r
ratcd and this seems to me to be just my case ar present; history wlll
set all this right in the end and by that time one will have quietly
turned up one's roes and not know an~thing a~y more a.bour anything.
Otherwise there is only one p01nt lacking, whtch, however,
Marx and I always fa iled to stress enough in our writings and in
regard to which we are all equally .guilty. T~at .is to say, we all
laid and were bound to lay, the mam emphasts, m the first p~ace,
on the derivatiot! of political, juridical and .other ideological not~ons,
and of actions arising through the medmm of these notions,
from basic economic facts. But in so doing we neglected the forma l
side-the ways and means by which these notions, ere., ~orne aboutfor the sake of the content. This has given our adversanes a welcome
opportunity for misunderstandings and distortions, of which
.
Pau l Barth is a striking example.
thmker
so-called
the.
by
accomplished
process
a
is
Ideology
consciou-.1} , it is true, but with a false consc10u~ness. The. re~l
motive forces impelling him remain unknown to htm; oth:rwts~ 1t
simply would not be an ideological process. Hence he tmag10es
false or seeming motive forces. Because it is a process of. thoug~t
he derives its form as well as its content from pure thought, etther hts
own or that of his predecessors. He works with mere thought material,
which he accepts without examination as the product o~ thought,
and docs not investigate further for a more remote source mdependent of thought; indeed this is a m~tter of course. to him, be.cause,
as all action is mediated by thought, a appears to htm to be ulttmate.
.
.
ly based upon thought.
The ideologist who deals with hi.s~ory ~ht~ t~ry ts ~ere <; t~ply
meant to comprise all the spheres-polmcal, Jurtdtcal, phtlosophtcal,
theological- belonging to society and not only to nature). thus. possesses in every sphere of science material which has formed asclf tndependently out of the thought of previous generations ~nd has g~ne
through its own independent process of development 10 the ?rams
of these successive generations. True, external fact~ ?c l o~gmg to
one or another sphere may have exercised a codetermtmng tnfluence
1

Grasp.-Ed.
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